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Rays of sunligh t pass through the 
panes of a stained glass window and 
reflect the colors on everything they 
touch. Your values, judgements and 
goals pass through college life and 
are dyed in shades of experience and 
learning. These freshly illumined 
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Colored panes of a window are the 
masterwork of an artist. They never 
fade or scar and never lose the 
aesthetic value of their inception . 
There will always be memories for 
you of Madison College; of 













The thoughts may fade 
and deteriorate as years 
pass on, but the stain 
which that span of life 
leaves on your eternity 
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Four years of living in the college community are framed by the 
seasons which disguise the familiar surroundings in a rainbow of 
evolving garb and you are more aware of the seasons as you are of 
everything by your heightened sensitivity in the immediacy of 
learning. You feel the warm laziness of summer and the hot mugginess 
of spring rain. 
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as the encompassing mountains are 
transformed from fiery brilliance 
into the more subdued bareness 
of winter. 
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You feel the bite of winter 's icy wind and 
the light stroke of falling snow. In childish 
romps you delight in its touch, in more 
serious moods you contemplate its stillness. 
As seasons create an environment, they are 
the background stains which are to be 
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The decision to pursue a major fie ld of study initiates a value scale of 
experiences represented by all of the tints and shades of red. Isolated 




e r f ld f study initiates a value scale of 
t ll f the tints and shades of red. Isolated 

















What will you be? 
Doctor . . . Ia w yer . . . 
Indian chief? 
Memories fade, but a 
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Involvement brightens the blue of your ho rizon. Activities build your 
mind, your body, your character, sim ul taneously. Calvin Coolidge said , 
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A single spark of ambition may grow and glow into a beam that 
shines ultrablue. From the blue of the horizon to the ultrablue of 
eternity, involvement extends. 
15 
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Purple and gold signify accom pljshment. 
They are the deep colors which will not 
fade even when the thoughts behind them 
grow dim. The purple and gold are the 
completed combinations of all momentary 
and lasting accomplishments. No matter 
how great or how small each of your 
achievements, each is added to the pattern 
of your destiny. 
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Study disciplines your 
mind for the future as 























































The green in eternity is the green of friendship that grows from a pale 
tint to the brilliance of emerald. A friend is someone who likes you, 
someone who smiles at you ... 
20 
r it i t e reen f friendship that grows from a pale 
llia f r ld.  friend is so eone ho likes you, 





























someone who teaches you . . . 
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sotneone who is a big 
sister, someone who 
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Personalities are multicolored because ... 
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College provides the opportunity for meeting people. They share their 
talents and capture your interest. For a fleeting moment or for a 
lifetime, you are a part of them and they, of you. 
26 
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You rna y consider each section of the 
pattern of college experience 
separately, but the final effect is 
integral. You are a whole person 
with a specifically directed purpose. 
During your years at Madi son, 
college life stains the white radiance 
of your eternity. A dome of 
many-colored glass casts an image on 
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To keep the way warm in memory; to aid 
another passing by; it is good to leave something 
well-remembered and loved behind-
With us, four years with two people who 
have given of themselves, to make us what 
we want to be because of what they are -
A lending of time, effort, respect, 
laughter , guidance; yet more-
A time of growth; of banner raids and a 
junior circus, of a candlelight march and a 
morning class, of patience and of time, of 
being a part of the Class of 1968. 
Now we as seniors leave the love and respect 
g iven to us, as we dedicate t he 1968 Bluestone to 
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel M. McFarland. 
Mrs. McFarland p onders a question being discussed at the tea for 
faculty wives. 
Dr. McFarland tips his hat to a forgotten hero, Her bert Hoover. 
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Dr. Miller talks 
w ith students at an 
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DEAN OF THE COLLEGE 
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At Convocation, Dr. Hall add resses Seniors. 
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ASSISTANT DEAN OF THE COLLEGE 
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Dr. Faye J. Reubush 


































































ASSIST ANT DEANS 
OF WOMEN 
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Shafer 
Miss Patricia Dunn 
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
l·irst Rr~tt Mr. Rar V. Sonner, Director of Field Services and Placement; Mrs. Pau line C. Lo ng, Regi trar; Col. 
Adolph I I. Phillip~. BusinlSS Ma nager. f)ecoud Ro 11·· M r. Pau l C. Cline. Assistan£ w t he President ; Mr. Eugene 
Wagner. D•rcctor of Buildings and Grounds; M r. Richard C. Mande ' ille, Di recto r of Pub lic Relation~; Mr. Wil· 
l1am J. DeLong, D1reccor o f Admis~ions. 
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Mr. G. Fred Switzer, M rs. H. Mug ler Sruart, Mr. Russell M. W eaver, D r. G . Tyler M iller. Mr . W allace L. Chand ler, M r. T homas E. 
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. . ic , rs. . ler t n, r. Rus el  . eaver. Dr. G. Tyler Miller, Mr. Wallace L. Chandler, Mr. Thomas E. 
l . l, s. llia . pong. 
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ART 
Mr. David Diller 
Mr. Kenneth Beer 
Mrs. Jo Anne Doutre 
Miss F ranees Grove 
Mr. Cha rles Turner 
ENGLISH, DRAMA AND 
SPEECH 
Dr. Louis G. Locke 
Miss Elizabeth Bennett 
Mr. J. Kenneth Bradford 
Mr. H orace Burr 
Dr. ]. L. Curtis 
Mr. Gerald Farrar 
Mrs. Mae Frantz 
Mrs. J . E. Ikenberry 
Mrs. Betty Jolly 
Mr. Thomas Leigh 
Dr. W illiam McMu rray 
M r. Robin McNallie 
Dr. Andrew Mahler 
Mrs. Nancy O 'Hare 
Mrs. Catherine Par sons 
Mr. Richard Price 
Dr. Bessie Sawhill 
Miss Joyce Steed 
Mrs. Helen Swink 
Miss Rosalind Trent 
Mrs. Ruth Wilkins 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
Dr. Margarete Rauch 
Mrs. Virginia Aliotti 
Miss Joan Burke 
Mr. H. R. Cohen 
Dr. James Conis 
Mr. Milton Perlman 
Miss Joyce Scott 
Dr. Miftar Spabija 
Mr. John Stewart 
MUSIC 
Dr. Gordon Ohlsson 
Dr. J . Edgar Anderson 
Mr. George R. Hicks 
\ \ 
Miss Hollingsworth 
Miss Helen Ininger 
Mr. S. J ames Kurtz 
Miss Sally Lance 
Dr. John T. Lyon, Jr. 
Mr. Clifford Marshall 
Mr. Paul Nelson 
Miss Edythe Schneider 
Dr. Jean Shaw 
DIVISION OF THE 
HUMANITIES 
Miss Carol Teti 
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Various gestures are demonstrated by Mr. Nelson as he conducts the concert choir. 
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ll l e ts it t roj ct. 
BIOLOGY 
Dr. Willaim Mengebier 
Mr. Norlyn Bodkin 
Dr. James Ferry 
Mrs. Margaret Gordon 
Dr. J. K. Grimm 
Mrs. Jane Ogle 
Dr. Gilbert Trelawny 
CHEMISTRY 
Dr. W ilbert Chappell 
Dr. Liberty Casali 
Mr. B. W . Partlow 
Dr. Raymond Simmons 
GEOLOGY 
Mr. W . T . Harnsberger 
Mr. F. Howard Campbell 
Mr. George Farmer 
HEALTH AN D PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 
Dr. Marilyn Crawford 
Miss Carolyn Barnes 
Dr. Patricia Bruce 
Miss Jeanne Eller 
Mrs. Lois Geil 
Mrs. Margaret Horn 
Mr. Phil H untsinger 
Mr. J . W. Long 
Mrs. Mimi Marr 
Miss Barbara Miller 
D r. Leotus Morrison 
Mrs. Jane Myers 
Miss Martha O'Donnell 
Mr. John Rader 
Miss Rosemary Ru mmell 
Miss Mary Schell 
Mrs. Carl Strough 
Miss Ruth Tergesen 
MATHEMATICS 
Dr. J . Emmert Ikenberry 
Mr. Don Cathcart 
Mrs. Dawn Fisher 
Dr. Gordon Fisher 
Dr. John Hanson 
Mrs. Marilyn Lazorack 
Mr. James Mullenex 
Mr. Ed gel Sereno 
Mr. Charles Ziegenfus 
PHYSICS 
Dr. John Wells 
DIVISION OF THE 
NATURAL SCIENCES Mr. Burton Conway 
Dr. Seigfried Meyers 
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~Ir. Partlow demonstrates titration. 
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. t the tec niques of team ork volleying. t the ysterious cha bers of 
^ 
48 
Mr. Palmer shows a student how co operate the Xerox machine. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
Dr. Z. S. Dickerson 
Mrs. l\fona L. Coffman 
Mr. Phillip Kincheloe 
Miss Ruth Rucker 
Mr. London Sanders 
Mr. Willaim Walsh 
HISTORY 
D r. Raymond C. 
Dingledine 
Mr. Sidney Bland 
Mr. James Campbell 
Mr. Lawrence Ge ller 
Dr. Mary Jackson 
Dr. Dan iel McFarland 
Dr. John Wood 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Dr. Dorothy Rowe 
Miss Carolyn Driver 
Mrs. J. Lockard 
Mrs. J eanne Prodell 
Miss Martha Sieg 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
Mr. Forrest Palmer 
Mrs. Billie Finlay 
Mrs. Fe lsie Riddle 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Dr. Almon T . Mace 
Mr. Eacl Brown 
Mr. Vernon Mechteosimer 
Mr. John Rice 
Miss Mary Wall 
Mr. Herbert \Vhitmer 
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M rs. Coffman instructs one of ber srudeots in changing a machine r ibbon. 
The fi lm department is a major di vision of the library. 
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Dr. Charles Caldwell 
Dr. Charles Blair 
J',t[iss Ruth Cooper 
Dr. Ga rney Darrin 
.Mrs. Mi ldred Dickerson 
.Mr. Henry Goff 
Mrs. Rosanne Hammes 
Mr. ·walter Heeb, Jr. 
Mrs. K. Evangeline 
H obson 
Miss Janet H opkins 
Mr. Robert H orn 
Mr. Willis Knjght 
Mr. Kenneth Landes 
Dr. Harold Lehman 
Mrs. Lydia Meeks 
Dr. Ra} mood Poindexter, 
Jr. 
Mrs. Dorothy Potter 
Mrs. Dorothy Ra}'Oes 
Mrs. Angela Reeke 
Mrs. Susan Seidel 
Dr. James Snyder 
Mr. John Stone 
Mrs. Marguerite Wampler 
Miss E'elrn Watkins 
Miss Elsie Wigley 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Dr. John Mundy 
Mrs. Jacqueline Driver 
Mr. A. J. Jorua~ Jr. 
Mr). Florence C. Shelton 










































Mrs. Driver he lps a student in plan· 
ning her course of srudy . 
Dr. Mundy chuckles as he lectures 





. r lps t ent i plan- 
rs f tudy. 
i 
■. 
. les s l ctures 
i l t ories. 
Faculty wiYes 
get acquainted 
at an informal 
tea. 
Mr. Bland makes a fast get· 
away ac J unior Class Day 
Program. 
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The Presidenr's life is not all work! 
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. i e rock isplay. 
LIBRARY 
SERVICES 
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Mrs. Armen trout, Mrs. Porter, Mrs. A. Glover. 
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SOCIAL DIRECTORS 
~1rs. Lincoln and Mrs. Yancey 
DORMITORY HOSTS AND HOSTESSES 
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r H rs. rren, s. irkle, rs. ontgo ery, rs. Gardner, Mr. W lkins, Mrs. Cahill, Mr. Malnor. 
 
ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION 
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m i Xu 
s i ledine 
ASSISTANTS TO THE ADMINISTRATION 
OFFICE HOURS 
,--=..,~4-'-~YONDAY FRIDAY 
"""";;. ~ 0 A. M . 4 : 3 0 P. M. 
SATURDAY 
.M. 12:30 P.M. 
ASSlSTANT ADMI N ISTRATORS: Mrs. Alice E. Liggett, Executive Secretary to the Pre ide nc; Mrs. Doris McElyea. Personnel Supervisor; 
Mr. Lrman G. eese. College Treasurer. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
T ANTS, First Row: Mrs. E. 
Long. Mrs. Cooley. Second 
Row: .Mrs. Sharpes, Mrs. Sto-
ver, Mrs. Detamore, Mrs. 
Kite. Mrs. Lantz, Mrs. Mil-
ler. Tbird Row. Mrs. Rubin, 
Miss Stevens, Miss Carbaugh. 
Mrs. Clatterbuck, Mrs. ]. 
Long. 
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DEPARTMEN TAL SECRET ARIES, Firs/ Ro ll': Miss Ba ylo r, l\-l rs. Price, Mr . Cook. M rs. T aylo r. Second Ro tl' . Mrs. Mo neta, 
Mrs. Moomaw, Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Swank. Tbird Ro u•: Mrs. Garber, Mrs. Tho mas. Mrs. henk, Mrs. Kaser. 
SECR ETARIES T O T H E A D-
MINISTRATION. First R ow: 
Mrs. Lam, Miss \XIise, Mr . Dove. 
Second Ro u•: Mrs. Ri rchie. Mi 
Rimel, M rs. T renary. T bird Ro w: 
Mrs. Jost, Mrs. Se llers. Me . G rim. 
Fourth Ro ll': Mr s. Earl y, M iss 
Lam, Mrs. Be netr. Fi/lb Ro ll': 
Mrs. Laymon. Mrs. T ourgee, Mrs. 
Phil lips. Six tb Roll': Mrs. Lam-
bert, Mrs. Almond, Mrs. \.X'a ry. 
SeL'entb Rote•: Mrs. Rted y, Mrs. 




























IES, lirsi ow: is ylor, Mrs. Price, rs. Cook, Mrs. Taylor. Second Row: Mrs. Moneta, 
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FEATURES 
Miss 




Maid of Honor 
Kay Cburt 
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Janice Jamison Cindy King 
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Linwood Gilman Sandy Ritter 
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OUTSTANDING SENIORS 
Dorothy Seymore Cindy King 
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Connie Bass Clara K.rug 
-
Janice Jamison Caroline Car tin 
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OUTSTANDING JUNIORS 
Barbie Beacham Jacqueline Weeks 
---· 
, 
Betty Jane Gaynor Rosie Barretta 
Suzanne H obson 
; 
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SENIOR ATTENDANTS 
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Percy H  
Honor  
Sigma i L d  
Kappa i 
Pi Omega Pi 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Kappa  
Phi Sigma  
Phi Omicron  
Alpha Beta Alpha 





PERCY H . WARREN 
HONOR SOCIETY 
The Percy W arren Honor Society is a new honor society on Madison's campus 
organized to develop a finer type of college woman with a high level of 
scholarship , leadership, and college loyalty. 
OFFICERS, First Row: Janice Ja mison, Karen You n-
kins. Second R ow: Delo ris Sca rce, Marty Scruggs. 
Third Rote: Beverly Wells, Ca rol T a rrh. 
First R ow : ]. Jamison, C. King, S. Ritter. Second Row: Mrs. Billie Finlay, M. Lawler, D. Scarce, C. Krug, 




is   h r societ  on adison's ca pus 
fi r t f c lle e o an with a high level of 
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J. . itt . econ o : Mrs. Bi lie Finlay, M. Lawler, D. Scarce, C. Krug, 












SIGMA PHI LAMBDA 
Sigma Phi Lambda is a local honor society for the promotion and maintenance of scholarship. 
First R ow : K. Montgomery, N . Nicho ls, A. Dawson, L. Carter, S. 
Cissel, T. Denton, J. \'{leeks, S. Cloyed. Second Row: P. U nsinn, 
]. Armstrong, L. Ball, M. McAuliffe, ]. J acobs, P. Iacobucci, J. 
Guy, C. J arvis, C. Lowrr, M. Winston, L. Sca rce, B. Miller, C. 
McClanahan. T hird Row: B. Liddle, M. Price, C. Mathias, M. 
Boland, J. Cooper, C. Hall, B. Leadingham, S. Smith, K. Austin, 
OFFICERS: Dr . Bessie Saw hill, K. Kenned y, M. May, 
D. Duke, L. Thacker, P. Larson. 
S. Armentrout, M . Lumpkin, K. Heuser, P. Romaine, S. Eluto, J . 
N orman. Fourth R oll': A. Marcin , A. Good on, M. Beverage, E. 
Long. B. Bell, S. Rakes, S. Cullop, C. Wine, J. Edwards, C. Borges, 
L. Evau l. M. LeDane. R. Smjth, C. Fisher, D. Parne, ]. Gardner, J, 
Smith, C. Rathman, W. 1\•fays, D. Cook, P. Proctor, M. Haga, L. 
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Firs/ R o tc: S. Gaines, B. Wilson. Mr. Kenneth Beer. G . Coa lter. S econd R o llJ: Mr. J ames Burgess, T . SpatOs, 
Mr. David Diller, B. J acobs, G. Silsby, J. Bundick, M. M ay, N . Gilliam, L. O verstreet, C. Kozurobo, Mr. Arthu.r 
Turner, Mrs. J oanne Douue. 
Kappa Pi is an honor society for distinguished sruden ts and facul ty in the field of art. 
PI OMEGA PI 
Pi Omega Pi is a national business education fraternity. 
Cheryl Barnes, Linda Chapman, Judith Coyner, Mary Ann Floyd, 
Ida Groseclose, Sharon Hughes, Mark H eatwole, Stella Langston, 
Rona ld Layman, Jean Liggett, Marianne McCully, Jack N icholas, 
J im Sprinkel, Bonnie Wells, Mrs. Nfona Coffman, Dr. Z. . D ick-
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PHI BET A LAMBDA 
OFFICERS: Miss Ruth Rucker, E. Whit-





Phi Beta Lambda is a national business fraterni ty open to interested students in the Department of Business. 
First R ow: J . Franklin, E. Tuin, L. T yree, R . Jones. E. Whitmore, 
J. Cooper, L. Armenrrour, ]. Heerlein. econd Ro tl': L. Harves, 
L. Sudol, N . Audler, G. \Xlilkinson, L Loveland, S. Pease, L 
Hollowell, T . Ford, ]. Lehman, N . May, M. J ones, K. Scorr, B. 
Peters, B. Davis, K. Meyers, N. Career, M . Skjjris, B. Sutton, K. 
Plunkerr. B. Childers, P. Finch, D . Anderson. D. Tooley, D. 
hreckbise, . Langston. 
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i t i ti nal siness fraternity open to interested students in the Department of Busines . 
. li , . in, . >ree, . Jones, E. hitmore, 
r, tr t, J. eerlein. Sec d Row: L. Uarves, 
l, . ley, . Wilkinson, L. eland, S. Pease, L. 
, . r , J. an, . ay, . Jones, . Scott, B. 
s, . vis, rs, . rt r, . Skliris, B. Sut on, K. 
tt, . il rs, . i ch, . nderson, D. Tooley, D. 
S his , S. t . 
"U 


















KAPPA DELTA PI 
Kappa D elra Pi is a national honor society for outStand ing students in the field of education. 
First Row: L. Scour, K. Younkins, M. Floyd, C. Cartin, C. M cClanaha n, L. Scarce, S. Cloyed. Second R ow: C. Tarrh, M. Sta rr, C. Krug, J. 
J amison, M. Oppenheimer, J. R eid, N . :May, B. La ncz. 
PHI SIGMA IOTA 
............ ..J,, 
First R ow· Mr. Miftar Sp ahija, M r. Mi lton Perlman, Miss Virginia 
· Aliotti, Dr. James Conis, Dr. Margaurite R auch. Secoud Row: A. 
r 
' 
Mead, B. R ittenour. L. Scarce, B. Lantz, J. Burke, H. Cohea, ]. 
J acobs. B. Miller, S. Cloyed, C. Krug, Mr. John Stewart. 
Ph i Sigma Iota is the national Romance language honor society for both students and faculty. 
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. . . n . Jacobs. . iller, S. loyed, . rug. r. J te art. 
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Alpha Beta Alpha is the 
o a t i o n a 1 u nderg rad ua te 
library s c i e n c e fra terni ty 
whose membershi p is by in· 
vicacion co qualified studencs 
in the library sc ience cur· 
.riculm. 
First R ow: G. Autz, G. Ch ristie, 
M . G raves, J. Slaughter, N . 
O'Dell, G. Sever on, C. Tolley, 
M. Miller. G . Bowe ll. Second 
Ro w: C. Cartin, B. \ 'V'd ls, M. 
Skinner, 1. Stout, 1. Pu rrear. 
B. Snyder, F. Pearson, S. Ritter , 
]. Ravenhorst, C. Grammer, C. 




P hi Omicron Tau is che local home ec-
onomics honorary fraternity for outstanding 
srudencs in che field of home economics. 
First R ou·: C. Farley. Dr. Doroth}' Rowe. Second 
Row: G. Aydelottt:. B. Hale. . \"(fhitmore. 
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Sigma Alpha l ora is an honorary fraternity for students who excell in the field of music. 
OFFICERS. First Row: K. Crady, C. Ta rrh . S econ d Row: K. Landt, M. Price, A . Dooson, Miss Edythe 
Schneider, B. Hickman. 
First Ro u•: D. Moon, L. Griffith, M. W ebb, C. T arrh, M. Price, A. 
D a nson, D . Hathaway. S. Kessel, K. Crady. Second Ro u·: Miss 
Ed ythe Schneider, K. Armemrout, M. Ca rr, F. H uffman, ] . Guy, 
L. Bullock, C. Juvis, G. Fling. T bird Ro tl': F. Deisher, B. Ruckman, 
] . Beale, B. H ickman, R. Liljegren, M. Lumpkin, K. Landt, A. 
Mean ley. 
-
• .. \. 
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l t r fr t r it  for students who exce l in the field of music. 
, n : r , . arr Second Ron : K. Landt, M. Price, A. D nson, Mi s Edythe 
.
w . , . riffit , . , . Tarr , M. Price, A. 
o . . . . ssel, . rad . Second Row: Mi s 
entr t, . arr, F. Huff an, J. Guy, 
. ar li . hir  ow: F. eisher, B. Ruckman, 
J. . Liljegre , . Lu pkin, K. Landt, A. 
 
At the H onors Day Assembly, the 1967 Bluestone is 
presented to Dr. Z. S. Dickerson by Barbara Mauzy, Editor . 
HONORS DAY 
Dr. \Villiam Scott presents the Freshman Academic Award to Dee 









i rs y s ly, /Ae 1967 Bluestone is 
>rese r. . . ic rs n by r ara auzy, Editor. 
. Willia tt resents t e resh an cademic Award to De  
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STUDENT GOVERN MEN T ASSOCIATION 















•• :~- • , 
u.::. I • ~ 
j 
EXECUTIVE BR ANCH : S. W h irmer. Treasurer; B. Bai ley. Socia l Committee; M. ho~tik. Recreation Counci l; 
S. Ritter, Legi lari'e Vice-Pre)ident; T . Hutteman, tandards Comm ittee; B. M ullins, Ha ndbook; J. Grief, 
Judicial Vice-President; ] . Spangler, Recorder o f Point!.; B. Price, ccrera r r. 






















; c c , r; . ailey, Social Commi t e; M. Shostik, Recreation Council; 
islat v i e- reside t T, utce an, Standards Commi t e; B. Mullins, Handb ok; j. Grief, 
i J i r, ecorder of Points; B. Price, Secreta y. 
LEGISLATIVE BRANCH . 
J . Moyers, J. Weeks, D. 
Mayhew, J . Gibson, M. ]. 
Williamson, C. Schwarz, S. 
Angle, C. Coolbaugh, C. 
Nicely. 
JUDICIAL ADVISORS: R. Smith. C. King, C. Hort on. C. J ohnson, C. Borges, S. Eyerly, J. Liggett, C. 
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Lu ht- L. , t le, .  t .  , . r, L. i l r, . rring, j. cnse. 
 








; . n . ice, . ney, . Oil an, . eat ole, . ndberg, . erring. 
HONOR COUNCIL 
M. E. lawler, M. Scruggs, J. Scearce, I. Hewett, E. Douglas, B. Davis, L Andrew, E. Horne, R . Runkle, K. Anderson, S. Clay, P. Merchant, 
S. Henderson, E. \Whitmore, D. Nackley, M. Borohoft, C. Fisher, L Oakes, G. Bartley. 












La r, . r s, J. Scc rce, L. ewet , E. Douglas, B. Davis, L. Andrew, E. Home, R. Runkle, K. Anderson, S. Clay, P. Merchant, 
r , Whit ore, . ac ley, . rnhoft, C. isher, L. Oakes, G. Bartley. 
:  l n L l r 
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' • ;:. 
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MEN'S STUDENT COURT 
PRESIDENT : Jack Smith 
















J. , . r , il ins, . tley, ence, E. hic re, . oyers. 
R. Clatterbaugh, S. Newron, P. J eter, K. Lilly, J. Zagorst.ci, S. Pay ne, L. Scarce, S. Cissel, J. Poland, L. W hite, M. Board, S. H ender· 
soc, A. Leonard. 
STAN DARDS COMMITTEE 
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, t , . t r, lly, . orski, S. ne, . carce, S. issel, J. land, L. hite, . Board, S. ender- 






























CHAIRMAN: Betb Bailey 
B. Whitmer, T. Willis, S. Sizer, S. Eyerly, A. Dawson, T . Caldwell, D. Lantor. B. Harris, N . Johnson, A. Lagos. 
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OFFICERS S. Skinner, M. Shostik, P. Dale, Craig 
Molnar. 
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C. L. Barlow, B. Fitzgerald. J. Heerlein, L Fier y, ]. Gibson, W. Heatwole, B. Wells. 





























l , . l , J. eerlein, . iery, J. Gibson, . Hean\oIe, B. Wells. 













P. Willia ms, D. Doerflein, D. Ash-
worth, M. Shostik, G. Sears, D. 
Raines. 
JUNIOR MARSHALS 
first Rou·. P. Hubiak, S. Martin, J. Bailey, E. Lotts, B. M yer , S. McCraw. M. Gulick. Second Roru: A. Lincoln, H. 






. i s . - 
. . , . 
 
 
Fi w: . s, , . w . . 













First Row: L. Brown, L. D avis, J. Buettner , B. W ilson, P. D owdy, 
D. Mayhew, A. Lincoln. Seco11d Row: T. Caldwell, P. Iacobucci, L. 
Bul lock, C. Coolbaugh, R. Smith, C. Wine, J. Edwards, G. Waif1-
wright, A. Young. Thi·rd R ow: L. Fl ynn, A. Lagos, C. Schwarz, S. 
Eyerl y, B. Bailey, R. Clark, C. Appling. C. Cook, L. Croy, S. Reinoehl, 
L. Oakes. Fourth Ro/11: D . Burck, C. Ross. L. Hewett, P. Merchant, 

















/>5/ , . is, . r c , . ilson, . o dy, 
. , . . n . l ll, . lacobuc i, . 
l , , i e, . ards, . n- 
t, . . n, . os, . ch arz, S. 
. l , r , . lin , . . . roy, . i e l, 
e w . k, . oss, . ett, . r nt, 
ris, . i . . e, . i , . ylen, . rt , . 
 
v 
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
First Ro u•: M. May. J. Covington. M . Deicher, S. C lements. J. Thornton . Second Row: A. Cardwe ll, G. W ainwright, C. l owr y. K. Heuser, 
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w: . . . i gc , . i r, . l nts. J. r ton. n : . el , . ain right, C. L ry, . euser. 
i ti , . h n : . , . e , . ' ell, . las, . K lter. o rth : . ly n, . Foley, . rd, . oer- 
fl . 
 
LA CAPAY ESPALDA 
-
•:<f(l(!f • • - ------ - ,_, .... - . - __ ,_.:.ii 
-- - ~- - ~---~-- ------ - -------- - --- _ __ ,._ --- -
First R ow: K. Sallette, ]. Cohen, Mrs. Cohen, D. Ashworch . Second Row: D r. James N. Conis, Mr. Cohen. T bird 
Row: L Cox, K. Dawson, J. Hall, D. Mo yer, T . Crone, S. Cudmus. J. Mar kiewicz, P. Shaw, J. Horae, S. Dom-
inguez, P. Larsen, N. Booker, M. Hayes, ]. McCl ure, T . Ford, P. Seeds. 
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS 
• • 
I 
First Row: R. Bushong, L. Cox, L. Ca rr, J. Farish, L. Smith, C. Ba rre, Mrs. J. Scon. P. Buford, M. Ha rris. S. T ribble. Sec-























t , J. , r n. .  t . r. es . is, r. . hird 
. . , ll, . . e, . ad us, kie icz, . , . me, . - 


















. , . , . , . P , . , . rrc, rs. . tt. . f r , . rris. . ribbl . ec- 
n J is, . t s, . , . , . . . , J ac , . l r, . , E. kelf r , J. 
. 
FRANCES SALE CLUB 
SPONSOR: Miss Martha Sie~ 
PRESIDENT: Anna Lagos 
First Row: ). Szatkowski, L. Medlock, B. Phillips, G . Ayde lone. E. 
Lip ford, P. Gorman. ecoiJ(/ Rou·: 1:. Griflith. L. Downi ng. J. 
Bund). A. L1ncoln. C. Busby, C. Farley, C. faire~. E. peiker. ] . Raish. 
B. H ale, S. Whitmore. Third Rou·· L. Feagans. G . Gregory. C. Jo nes, 
B. \X' illiam. L. Iluucr, A. lrC:\On. . Oa, ichon. B. M arJ...q, L Bro wn, 
C. Mathias, P. Leviste r. Fourth R o u·: B. Allen, A. Gose. C. H oU.oi'-





l ang, S. Davids, P . Vann. J. Arnold, P. Swim ley, B. Quai l, T. Sunon, 
C. Ang le. Fi/tb Ro u·: S. McCraw, G. l ee, B. Harry, K . Merrill, J. 
H onegger. P. Hurcherson, l\l . Meder. Sixtb R ow: D . Franzone, C. 
Tollty, K. Va lenza. P . Glunr. l. Snyder. J. Martin. K. Palmer. H. 
Crocken, K. Biller, B. Patterson, T. Lucht, L. McGavock, l. Taylor, 
B. Goin. B. Ha rro ll. M . Williamson, J. Pickels, R. Gri1es, E. Crim, ]. 
Turner. B. Difo n, A. Lagos, M. Thompson, R . l ong, P . Ray. 
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First Rou•: R. Haug ht, L. Cror, C. Ross, ] . Truslow. M. harps, K. Austin. Second Row: J. Boaz, D . 
Crismood. T. D enroo. D . Clark, E. H aught, S. Smith. Tbird R ou•: ]. Pederson, B. Knaeb le, D. Acree, 
]. Po la nd. S. H oh. ]. Hurowitz. Fourtb Ro zt': R . Cash. B. Sargenc, L. Meads, B. Fo}, Mr. Edger Sereno, 





First Rou1: L Smith. D . Hatha-
way, K. Crady, B. Rickell, M . 
Barren. Second Row: M. El-
more. S. Christian, B. Sheets, T. 
George, C. T arrh. N. Rober ts, K. 
Arnold. Tbird Row: C. T eti, Mr. 
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/Jnt Rou J. Rc~.;H~. C. Bro" n. K. Hart. M. Barrctr, B. hcets, D. M oon. L. ~[ullinix, . D ove. B. W1h itt. J. Baa lc, K. C rady. uond Row: 
R . Ldj~:grcn, D. fi ,Hh ,l \\ ,1~. Pa~ne. C. T arrh. J. tc,em , B. ll ic kma n. C. Chapko~ly. A. Rce, cs. R. 1\fernu, Darcu,, . Chri~t ian . Third 




















* '• / 
/i / . eeves. . r w . . M rt. . rrett. . S e ts. I). . . M lli i . S. , . itt. . zzle. . r . Seco u 
. I .liej-ren. . Mathaw av. S. avne, . arr , I Stevens. . Mick an. ( hapkosly. . eeves, . Merritt, S. arius. S. hristian. I tr  
ou . Kintaid, Meanlei. . andt. S. Mart. I . eisher, . uck an, J Dudley, . u pkin. . Marts. J. audet. . ick ell, S. 
c u . 
 
CHORALE 
First Row: ) . Van Wagenen, E. Cox, ) . Beale, M. Price, A. Oonson, L. Thacker, G. Fling, S. Kessel, L. Griffith, ) . Guy, N . Roberts, ). 
Bazzle, M. Carr, D . Abrams, P. Groff. Second R o tL': K. Arnold, ). 1urph) , K. McWilliam~. C. Moore, S. Souder, L. Hel ms, J. McKinley, 













irst : J. c , . , J. l , . ri . . D s , . r. Ci. li . . ss l. . ridit . J. . . rt , J. 
l , . rr. . r s. . r ff. n . r l . J. M r y. . i illi s, . r , . r. . l s. . i l , 
. r . S- , . ss. hir n . s . J. is, . e rs . . r , Dr. J. . , . l r. . i l , D. Li . 
 
ORCHESTRA 
OFFICERS: D. Hebron, S. Kes· 
sel, M. Weeks, P. Fletcher, M. 
Webb, A. Donson, W. Taylor . 
• 
First R ow: Mr. Clifford Marshall, T . McDonald, M. McAuliffe, S. 
Forbes, R. Rowsey, K. Outten, W . Taylor, A. Goodson. Second Row: 
N. Dickerson, J. Kirby, V. Martin. T hird Row : ). Ohlsson, S. Kessel, 




Armentrout. Fourth R ow: S. Meeks, M. Webb, D. M yers, ) . Munsey. 
B. Gi lmore, B. Liddle, D. Henderson, S. Greer, D. Camp, E. Taylor, 
P. Fletcher . 
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s a z t£L .,.. 
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First Row: S. Souder, ]. DeShazo, ]. Van Wageoeo, L. Ervin, L. 
BuUock, K. Armeorrout, E. Finlay. S. Morefield, S. R oss, L. Carr, 
]. Ohlsson . Second Row: ]. Glaspie, V. Pearson, L. Wayland, D . 
Rider, M. Huffer. J. MunSa)•. V. Marti n. J. Gaudet. D. Trykowsld. 
D. Myers, D. Henderson, S. Greer, M. Travis, B. Smirh, G . Fitzhugh, 
J. Hill. T hird R ow: D . Smith, D. Hebron, E. Taylor . 
BAN D 




r, J. J. n n, o  
ll , nt t . i  , . , 
J l . : J. . . 
. flF , . say, , , . ryko ki  
r . avi . . t . , 
. ll. . , l . 
 










MUSIC EDUCATORS NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
First Row: W. Taylor, D . Lingebach. Secou.d Row: L Smith, C. 
Tarrh, M. Carr. Third R ow: S. For bes, G. Fling, V. Marrin, N. 
Roberts, B. Sheets. Fourth Row: M. Price, ). Beale, D. Hathaway, 
B. Liddle, S. Kessel, ]. Bazzle, S. Eller. Filth Row: V. Pearson, S. 
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Souder, A. Meanley. K. Arno ld , B. Rickell, K. Outten, A. Donson, 
F. Huffman. Sixth Row: F. Deisher, Dr. John Lyon, T . George, M. 
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MERCURY CLUB 
First Ro u•: ] . H ugh es, C. he hon. R . mirh, D . Hillman, N. Liebno, 
N . Mun o n, C. Ho rton. E. Jl a rdy, N . CorneJi, sscn, E. Lott . B. Ga}nor. 
B. Thayer. econd Row. R. Barretta, 1\l. Bornhofr, P. ll anill, 1\1. 
Kable, K. Patto n, . kinne r, . Cou lte r. S. G erha rd. B. Brehan t. 0 . 
Farmer, A. Bollinger, P. Richardson, L. D eaver. T bird Row: S. 
Adcock, . Ben nett, E. Dennison, C. Gossage, ] . Cam de, D . Birch, G. 
ea r,, M. Perrin, D . Pound, L. Pomero), B. Ellis, L. I I an e l, S. R eich· 
han.lt. f ourtb Rou·: M . Bradley, E. H arper, B. Ournctt, J. Mo rrison. 
f. Lee, M. Huffman, S. Ellis, S. Orling. G . Thomp on. 
OFFICER . Firrt Rou •: S. Ellis, C. Gossage, C. Cook, K . 
Panon. Secoud Row: D. Pound, E. Lon s. L. D eavers. 
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rd . F h w . , . , . B r ett. J. orr . 
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OFFICERS: N. Bowen, D. Sunon, S. J orgensen. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
CLUB 
ftrft Rou S Fdin~cr, E. Newberry, S. Coffman. Second 
Rou• ( . Applang. L. \'\' hippo, R . Eustace. Fbird Row: C. 
Duncan. C. Tullous, . Pa yne. Fourth R o w. D. Cook, A. 
Vcrduct:, R. llou.,er. I t/lb Ro w. N. H uff. 
ll2 


















Fi s n: . E i ge flf .  
w: C. i , . \ , . . Th . 
. . , S. . : . , . 















First ROll': K. Dugan, P. Redd, A. Verduce, B. Marrin. M. Ca ruso G. Kile. Second R fJtt' F. Pesek, P. Spence, L 






• • . ,
First R 01l': C. Marrin, J. Clinton, D. Soririd y. Second Roll': C. Schweitzer. C. Appl ing, L. Anderson, C. l owery. 
Third Ro u•: P. Collier. L. Brown, K. O 'Keefe. Fourth Rou C. \"\1daber. C. Duncan, N. Lockhart. Fi/tb Row: S. 
















ow: p , . . . erduce, B. rtin. . Caruso. G. Kile. Second Row: F. Pesek, P. Spence, L. 


















/ j/ ow tin, J. linton, . Sotiridy. nd Row: C. Schweitzer. C. Ap ling. L. Anderson, C. Lowery. 
w: . i r, . r . . 'Kecfc. Fourth Row C. Wilaber. C. Duncan, N. Lockhart. Fifth Row: S. 
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First Row: E. Finlay. D. Hebron , B. Smith. D . 
Smith, Mr. Jloract: Burr, C. Meredith, G. 
Phillips. G. FJa, in, P. Workman, J. Rainey, S. 
Lewis, L. Nisewarner, J . Anglin. eco11tl Row: 
B. Fox. L. Le' ine, N. Hall. J . Hughes, K. 
Dugan, P. Fletcher, K. Kalinowski, L. Rudrud. 
D. Honaker, G. Johns, D. Tanner, B. Runckle, 
B. Houser, L Johnson, B. Ncmeyer. M. Ta} lor. 
G. Hart. Tbird R oll': Y. Fitl'patrick, D. Fran-
zeoe, S. Creoion, E. Harwood, B. Powell, C. 
Hall. Fourlb Row: M. Boland, G. Ingram, J. 
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Mr. I loran.· Burr, Oin.:ctor of Drama and Sponsor of Stratford Play-




T hc chatrman of thc "properties" committee per· 





. H race . Dire - 

















A scene from Sher-
wood's Pulitzer P rize 
play, produced by the 
D epartment of Speech 
and Stratford Players, 




The caba ret scene from Idiot's Dcligbt during the performance. 
The building of a new set for Lacimer-Shaeffer Theater io the scene shop 
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First Rou·: G. Wyarr, B. Minton, J. Slusher, 
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OFFICER . ] . 
] . Mcf eddon, C. 
1cCafferry. S. Horsley. 
Pbi!Jj ps, E. Keister. 
. Brown, PRESIDENT: Par Barksdale 
First Ro ll'. K. hackelford. C. elf. B. Wiiliams, L udo l. ). Gib)on. J. aufle). A. Card'l'ell, M. Kingree. Second Ro u f. Borroms, S. 
Lamm, J. mart, M. l l awkins. . DeHaven. L Hensle y. A. Cox. I b11·d Ro u C. Mo lner, E. Tuin, B. W ells, C. Sarlo", K. Duncan, C. Skar· 
zynski, ouder. E. Charnock. E. Hook. D . March~::wka, L. Lad.~:}. J. Keller. 
 
JmviML TM 4 i 1 rf. /i/. 
wMJi ft 7; if/i 
















S J. M t , sl , S  
J. Ft . h llips, i  
I : t c 
w: S , S , lli s . S l J s . S ley, w . r w: F tt  
S . H , N. , . l y, t hir n ll B w. . - 






First Rou•: L. Reed y. B. Fletcher, J. 
Burge . ccond Roll': J. Ki lloug h, 
R. Bryant, N . W ood , S. Ross. 
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First Row: F. Mitchell, V. Clioedinst, 
C. Bolling, B. Eddins. Secotz.d R ow: R. 
Houser, M. Ryan, N. Ittner, P. Loh-
meyer, M. Croxson. Third Row: S. 
Dominquez, T . Burnshire, B. MacLeay, 
P. Iacobucci. Fourth Row: J. Yane, A. 
Shope, M. Taylor, S. Reinoehl, S. H ob-
son. Fifth Row: H. Kelley, E. McCeaey, 
A. Goodson, E. Horn. Sixth Row: F. 
Cbiriboga. Mr. Robin McNallie, Spon-
sor. 
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Jan Mohr 
ADVISOR: 
Mr. Richard C. Mandeville 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR: 
Ellen Edwards 
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Who forgot to requisition the trash cao? 
• 
-
EDITORIAL STAFF: ) . Stan ley. A. Elmore, ) . Case, M. Cappeto, C. Flyon. 
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CHAIRMAN: Karen Younkins CHAIRMAN-ELECT: Barbie Beacham 
Alpha Sigma T au; ). Gibson, C. Barlow, B. W ells, Phi Mu; J. Powell, M . McCully, K. Aler, Sigma Kappa; C. Cartio, L. Fiery, M. 
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V LEACtl L WHIPPO P SHINN C PAR~IN J THOilNTON M BUCKWALTER 
M WATTS ~ STEOMAN 






C SKARZYNSKI R BARRETTA L. PROBST 













P ROGERS   




2 no vice pscsiocNT 
S KNIGMTON 
tll£*5y«C« 


























5 I 0    E.KEISTER S PAXTON R EARLY 












M WALSH U Y C BAUR 8 WILLARD C BELL E SPICKARD P EUBANK L FEAGANS 
 
ALPHAG A DELTA 
OFFICERS, First Row: S. Knighton. Second Row : K. Stedman, J. Slack, 
P. Rodgers. 
PRESIDENT: Sally Edinger 
Founded 1904, Syracuse University . . . 
Gamma Mu Chapter, Founded 1959 . . . 
Red, BuH, and Green .. . 
Red and BuH Roses 
Alpha Gam 
Dog Patch. 
• • mustctans welcome rushees to 
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Alpha St_gma ,Alpha 
19 68 l 
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T. '♦CR'LtET C JAMBSON 
cc^£?»c*M«6 ncwi-^a*. 
S. LEATHERS 
- WH 'MER 
I 
!>MJ«lT • ■tl'OCTlT 
S AWTMER 
■ *'Ct »«is.ac«r 
S EDACN'OSON J. *\x^OH 















J. YOHF S MITCHELL MRS. R PuViDEXTtR I BUETTNER F M ^V 5 E»J0ER I>. 
-9 
■ 
p n/SKC L DA\AS M BLKTON T CUTOflH J JACOBS J NE ABY G-«EV\ARt) L- SOLER E HANOER 
« 
"ET M R CPA s F. * „ M$ C NVAicN J TVTWILER FISHER 
 
PRESIDENT: Millie Grehawick 
-
I .. ,.. 
,-1 I •• 






ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
Founded 1901, Longwood College .. . 
Beta Epsilon Chapter, Founded 1939 . . . 
Red and White . .. Aster 
I 
F 
Rushees are entertained by U. S. S. A. S. A. crew. 
' 
·'r " l'l / ·~1~· 








' ) ~ / 
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OFFICERS, First Row: C. Jameison, S. Whitmer, S. Leathers, S. Edmondson, B. Mullins. Secoud Row: B. Whitmer, C. 
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, i : . Ja eis n, S. hit er, S. Leathers, S. Edmondson, B. Mullins. Second Row: B. Whitmer, 









S. ROMANOWSKI L. SNYDER 






$. ANDERSON C. MALlDRY 
K.MARSTON 

















F. GULAS E AKERS S ROMANOWSKi 
iCC0*Pl«.0 SECNfTAin CICCUIIVC »»CJ l-WCSiDCWT MC9I0CNT 
O 0 SEYMORE 
* octal tftci aEStO T cO«»tSPO»»om6 
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D  LL K. SULUVAN 0 FERGUSON L.6USH S. HOeSON  S RICHARDS J BUSEL  I  
T -j. 









ASTers find excitement at the Carnjval. 
PRESIDENT: Sandy Romanowski 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
Founded 1899, Ypsilanti, Michigan ... 
Psi Chapter, Founded 1944 .. . 
Emerald and Gold . . . Yell ow Rose 
OFFICERS: L. Snyder, E. Akers, J . Scearce, F. Jenkins, S. Ritter, K. 
Kalinowski, D. Seymore, C. HaU. 
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IGftEW C: TAYLOR 
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J wRt>*S C DUNCAN D SWAEH.EY 8 PETCR5 S HORSLEr S PEASE J. STEVENS M LEE J GIBSON N DE HA^EN 
N O DELL i LEOf^APD S THOMPSON 
-•STC^ 
T JOHNSON p JOHNSON 0 BPuwBACK 
• .J»X vi *IXC*Z VI 
9 »Ut5 B HICKUAS 1 CLINTON 
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PGRiSSOM A LINCOLN £ BUIE C 8ARL0V* B HARRIS H CROCKETT 
I 






L JONES M HU»fMAN B BELL. M HARVEY M TfliBBLE B Dl«ON C ESTES K TOOTHMAN N BROWN LI
f 
4 / • _ 






The witch doctor c.asts a spell! 
WELCO 
PHIMU 
Founded 1852, Wesleyan College . . . 
Gamma Theta CbapterJ Founded 1960 .. . 
Roses and White . .. Enchantresses 
Carnation 
' I
.._ __ _ 
PRESIDENT: Beverly Wells 
• • 
OFFICERS, First Row: D. Brumback, J. Slaughter. Second R ow: B. Hickman, }. Gibson, A. Leonard, 
M. Johnson, N. O'Dell. 
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BARBARA SNlDER BEOCY BRYAfJ 
*CC"€ T*"« 
KAT>«YN ALER 




; •c .KC rnSifiCAT 
BARBARA JACOBS 
MCAMNtf* 
BETSEN GROG AN 
Cama W*appa 
^iil/4 











MARIE HARRi; TERESSA CALCMELL JEAN HAVNES 






CYNTHIA EVANS MARGARET WILLIAM JENNY JEEPRESS DOROTHY WHIGHT JANE HOROWITZ MELISSA LCCrHART 
% 
r 
ELLEN EDWARDS SJD, SANCERS JANICE CRCW OiANE SOTlRiDY 
1 
LIMJA GABALDON SYLVIA OWENS "ATHICiA GROPf CAROL BLRKHARnT 
Ti 
J 
JUDY KMtLL CARtXE COLEMAN ^AMDCCE BCHGES BARBARA HAND B tRl  JOHfisriN NORITA TDlDSA CCDE ASHWORTH BARBARA CONRUN 
fT:^7 7! 
CARMEN WRAY C»4«STIN£ CRUSE LiNftt ATKINS SUSAN STANE* B RB R LE  SMITH BARBARA GRlFTiTM HiM MONTGOMER* 
 






"Will someone please light my cigarette?" 
SIGMA PA 
Founded 1874, Colby College, Delta Rho 
Chapter, Founded 1959 ... Lavender and 
Maroon ... Violet 
OFFICERS: K. Aler, M. Grier, B. Grogan, B . 
Jacobs, B. Snyder. 
PRESIDENT: Marianne McCully 
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ATKINS HiTTNER N SYKES L ARMSTRONG 5.WORLEY  DO  A PETERS M KABLE 
 
PRESIDENT: Molly Starr 
OFFICERS, First Row: C. Descheemaeker, E. Elliott, J. Nicholson. 
Second Row: C. Deaton, S. Holt. Third Row : P. Campbell. 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
Founded 1898, Longwood College ... 
Alpha Upsilon Chapter, Founded 1939 
... Royal Purple and White ... 
Purple Violet 
-
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, e r, . i tt, J. ic olson. 
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SIZER.S .  
•ICO«Dt»»6 J CHtTAH* 











OVERSTREET.L SAVAGE. G 
Prot« C»iA;l 
V 
.  .  
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. 0 D V.  ANGLE.S EVANS,L DOUGLAS. E LL ,  EATON. J MUTTER,L LKER.5
' 
5 
PORTER. L RICHARDSON. P RICHARDSON.P .  .  M .  .O TI . .  
PRESIDENT: Sandy Sizer 
., 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
Founded 1898, Longwood College ... 
Gamma Kappa Chapter, Founded 1949 
... Turquoise and Silver ... White Violet 
With a serious tone, ZT As oid farewell to rushees. 
OFFICERS, First R ow: G. Aydelotte. Second R ow: K. Duncan, N. Stevens, S. Zirkle, P. Dowdy, L 
Olson, L. Overstreet. 
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: r t ne, s B f re el  to rushees. 
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PHI ALPHA EPSILON 
PRESIDENT: Jack Smith 
PAST PRESIDENT : Blanton Bryant 
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL: E. Tuin, 
D. Willis, C. Molnar. 









l a t 
i , 
. i  
n l , . appet , S. Hall, R. Stopper, J. H erlein. J. Doutre. Second Row: L. Winger. 
M 
Mrs. Jane Myers accepts fl owers for Phi Alpha Epsilon 
sweetheart. 
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PRESIDENT: Jim Spdnkle 
OFFICERS: L. Friedman, E. Whitmore, W. Heatwole, W . Mahoney, R. Wilkins. 
INTERFRATERNITY CO U NCIL: G. 
















I IL: . 
l . i le, . ndberg. 
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Sigma Kappas present new sister with sweatshirt and hat. 
Sandy Sizer re(:eives ZT A scholarship trophy from Dean Hall. 
Phi Alpha Epsilon has car wash to raise money. 
Be careful where you walk; a Phi Mu is on the ground! 
158 
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il s r ash to raise oney. 
l lk; a hi u is on the ground! 
Sororities gather around the bonfire for a panhelleruc sing. 
r 





























t r  i ? j i e ledge. 
Walk is ended with the formation of a friendship circle. 
Alpha Gams greet new sister. 
A new member for A. S. A.? 
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AST extends ties of friendship. 
Judy Powell holds the Sigma Kap Kat! 
Madison is serenaded by Sigma Delta Rho. 




















































































































OFFICERS: S. Bumgarner, C. Cook, E. Akers, J. Plaugher, T . Joh nson, C. Westmoreland. 
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Firs/ R ou•: Miss Ruth T ergeson, D. Hillman, M. N ewbern , D. Ra ynes, E. Akers, C. Cook, K. N or ton. Secotzd Row: M. Lee, C. Hardin, S. 
Bennett, B. Ellis, S. Tweed, S. Combs, D. Doer Aein. Third R ow : ] . Plaugher, S. Bumgarner, L. Crider, A. Leonard, R . Barretta, C. W est more· 
land, D. Pound, J. Morrison. Fourth RoU': S. Brooks, G. Bruno, M. H uffman , P. Richardson, M. Bornhoft, M. Perrin. 
164 




















t w: is th ergeson, . il an, . ewbern, D. Raynes, E. Akers, C. Co k, K. Norton. Second Row: M. Le , C. Hardin, S. 
. lis, . ee , . o bs, . oerflein. 't hird Row: J. Plaugher, S. Bumgarner, L. Crider, A. Leonard, R. Barretta, C. Westmore- 
, . , J. rison. rth ow: S. rooks, G. runo, M. Muf  man, P. Richardson, M. Bornhoft, M. Perrin. 
 





OFFICERS: W. Heatwole, j . T r iplett, E. Anderson, G. Bar tley. 
ADVISOR: Mr. J obo R ader 
PRESIDENT : J ames Triplett 
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Tirfl Rou·· C. Horton. L Ha r\'cl. Saond Row: C. \Xfestmoreland, G . Davi . J. Dalrymple, B. Beacha m, S. Skinner, E. Choby, S. Oding, L. Ar-
dito. Third Rou· A. Jl armon, A. Garfield. M. cwbern, J. Morrison, B. McKnight. C. helton, N. Liebno. M. Lee, L. Deavers, L. Pomeroy, 
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F s! w: ('. , . ve econd o : C. West oreland. G. Davis. J. Dalrymple, B. Beacham. S. Ski ner, E. Choby, S. Orlin^, L. Ar- 
w: H , . . Ne bern, J. o rison, B. McKnight, C. Shelton, N. Liebno, M. Lee, L. Deavers, L. Pomeroy, 
y es. h w: . Estes, . ornhoft, E. Harper, S. Tobler. N. Taylor, L. Hewitt, E. Lotts, S. Tw ed, K. Patton, B. Burnett, 
J U : f ^ i TM m H ^11 1 1 1 
Sharon Skinner outmaneuvers a Longwood opponent. 
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i r n . h , . i r er  selected as e bers of the Blue Ridge Tea . 
 
BASKETBALL TEAM 
Coach Mar y Shell reviews strategy with her p layers during a time-out. 
F;rst Rou•. S. J ohnSton, C. Westmoreland, D. Baldwin, ) . Bostwick, J. Sponaugle, C. Cook, P. Hamill, K. McAllister, S. T obler, L. EStes, D. 
Wilson, B. Burnett. Seco-nd R ow: P. Viar, B. Leec, D. Rayn es, M. Broe, C. Shelton, S. M itche11, S. Knight, B. Moore, ) . Dalrymple, B. Gaynor, 








































i zr: . s , . , . , J. t i , . , . , . ill, . cA lister, S. T ler, L 





Jod y Dalrymple bangs o nto the baU during a scrappy Madison-
Westhampton game. 
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: 
B. Rinker, B. Hummer, E. Hanger, S. Smith. R. Rudolph, H. Dickenson, D . Michael, G. Drummond, B. T oohey. G. Bartley, J. H eerlein, R. 
Prillaman, Coach Huntsinger, Manager, B. Pollard. 
MADISON DUKES 











































. r it , . l . . ic s , . ichael, . Dru ond. B. Toohey, G. Bartley, J. H erlein. R. 
F ll . 
 





















































ing n t re? 
 
Rinker, do you want that ball? 
Hummer, take one giant step. 











,  i t tep. 
j- 















'   i l t. 
 
Look mom, one finger. 
Cheerleaders add to the spirit of the game. 











































S. Miller, F. Mitchell, P. Richardson, Miss Rosemary R ummel, S. Russell, T. Johnson, G. Bruno. 
TENNIS TEAM 
First Row: H. Kelly, K. Coates, L. Crider. 
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SWIMMING TEAM 
,.,, 









L. Ball, B. Smith, K. Beason, D. Lamb, J. Lotz, D. Lantor, A. Stein, A. Hall, N. Nang, L. Frome, Mrs. Lois 
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PORPOISE CLUBS 
Mrs. Jane Myers and Dr. Patricia Bruce, sponsors, discuss a 
routine with Kay Ellington, president. 
OFFICERS: S. Pease, P. Clark, M. Walsh, K. Ralston, C. Hess. 
Firs/ Row. A. Burnham, B. Carver, C. Young, C. Hess, S. Pease, K. Ralston, K. Ellington, P. Clark, M. Walsh, J. Murphy, L. Evaul, 

























l , , . alsto , C. ess. 





















V t . . , . Mess, S. Pease, K. alston, K. Ellington, P. Clark, M. Walsh, J. Murphy, L. Evaul, 





First Row: V. O 'Bannon, G . Baldwin, ]. Halsey, S. K nighton . Second Row: M. Matkovick, J . Van Wageoen, 
P. Shaw, C. Hard in, B. Moore, C. Moore, C. Barnes, S. Cadmus, C. Ctass, Miss Carolyn Barnes, B. Pascoe . 
FENCING CLUB 
First Row: T . Johnson, G . Bruno. Secor1d Row: N . Lee, S. Russell, J. Johnson, C. Zazaois, S. Harvey, }. Stanley, ]. 
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Mrs. Mimi Mart advises members of Orchesis during a p ractice session. 
Firs/ Row: J. Morrison, J. Burgess, L. Grafton, R. Flint, Y. Sansom, A. Leon-a rd, S. Durose, S. Davidson. M. Hawkins, 
N. Stone, M. Huffman, L. Deavers. Second Row: R. Armstrong, C. Keyser, D. Trykowski, M. Perrin, J. Hoskins, E. 
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Winning Team, First Row : M. Birckhead, L. Conti, M. Coston, J. Sahm. Second Row: H. Fawcett, E. Ander-
son, L. York, D. Roush, B. Hummer. 
FOOTBALL 
INTRAMURALS 

































Carpenter, the ball is further on . 
Winning Team., First Row: D. Stack, M. Baber, R. W olfe. Second R ow: H. Fawcett., M. Birckhead, L. Conti, 
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WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS 
"Honon's Heroes" set new records during the intramural basketball season. 
f --
···-·,.···· .. ...... ....
"With form like this, how can I miss?" 
"Now, if the bird will only stay there until I can 
hit it." 
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]ody Dalrymple goes up for two points during 
• 
the game with Westhampton. 
A Madison diver d isplays precision-like form during a home swimming 
meet. 
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A profile of Duke. Follow the yellow brick road! 
Beehives of brick. 
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FACETS OF A "FAVORITE SON" 
Dr. Raymond C. Dingledine, author of the book, Mad;son 
College: The First Fifty Years. 
Now let me give you the straight poodah . . . 
"  
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Virginia is the nucleus of American heritage. 
These are the three reasons the North lost T he War. 
I know not what course others may take, but as for me - give me 
history or give me death! 
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re rth l t e . l . ef 's r ity? 
 
EMPHASIS: EXPRESSIONS 
A dog's life - no mail. 
Hesitation. Does Dear John really deserve this? 
I've got to find M. ]. and see if it's too late to sign up for the 
chartered bus. 
190 
WHO'S going to the Christmas Dance with YOU?? 
V 






. r  e lly deserve this? 
emphasis; expressions 
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i . J. nd ee if it's too late to sign up for the 
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' t e rist as ance ith U?  
 
-" I ' . ' h G T 1 . 1 , 
. . . m go10 ome - . y er wrlt me a etter . . . 
Hey . . . Midwiorers! 
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I'll just cover up chat 6y and no one will ever notice it. 
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The Happening 
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t r t i it l er o er. 
v 
co UNICA TIONS OF CHARACTER 
How do you do, President Miller?! 
I hope Dean Reubush didn' t notice that hole in my 
glove. 
It is assumed that a Madjsoo lady will, at all times and in all places, uphold high 
standards of conduct and appearance. 
194 



















I us i 't notice that hole in my 
 
 i t is n lady il , at al  times and in al  places, uphold high 
t d pearance. 
 
Put your left foot in, take your left foot out, put your left foot in 
and shake it all about. 
Grab your pocketbook and soeek out, Freeda Freshman. 
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Announced by all the trumpets of the sky, 
Arrives the snow, and, driving o'er the fields, 
Seems nowhere co alight: the whited air 
Hides bills and woods, the river, and the heaven, . . . 
Come see the north wind 's masonry. 
Out of an unseen quarry evermore 
Furnished with tile, the fierce artificer 
Curves his white bastions with projected roof 
Round every windward stake, or tree, or door. 
Speeding, the myriad-handed, his wild work 
So fanciful,_ so savage, nought cares he 
For number of proportion .... 
And when his hours are numbered, and the world 
Is all his own, retiring, as he were not, 
Leaves, when the sun appears, astonished Art 
To mimic in slow structures, stone by stone, 
Built in an age, the mad wind's nightwork, 
The frolic architecture of the snow. 
From The Snow-Storm 
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TESTS OF ENDURANCE 
198 
Hm-m-m · .. Monday, roast beef and rice; Tuesday, Swiss steak 
and rice; Wednesday, country fried steak and rice; Thursday, 
Chow Mein ... 
Oo-o·o . . . Did that flounder wink at me? 
The shortest point between your dorm and dinner is a line. 
Open mouth, insert Senate beans. 
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The only quiet place in the library is a windowsill. How to spend a Saturday afternoon without really trying. 



























I wonder bow the other half lives? 
200 
If I 'd known the chattered buses load up on Grace St., I would never have 
moved to Frederickson . 
Now, by workiog your block courses around student teaching, you can take 
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SLOW MEN WORKlNG 
Glassy eyes, swollen glands- deer, you seem to have all the 
symptoms of mono. 
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OFFICERS: K. Ellingto n, Reporter·H isrorian ; E. Pugh, Treasurer; C. 
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l - t i F. Pugh, Treasurer; C. 

























DAVID Mlo-IAEL ABBOTI 
Harrisonburg. Virgin1a 
B . . , B iology 
BREI'.TDA JEAN AGNOR 
Lexington. Virginia 
B . . , English 
NANCY ELAll\TE AKERS 
Roanoke, Virginia 
B . .. Health and Physical Education 
KATHRYN LEE ALER 
Baltimore. Mar} land 
B . .• Pre· ocial Work 
GWYNETH :--1ADINE ANDERSON 
Covington, Virginia 
B .. , Elementary Education 
LIDIA VLAOIMER Al\'DREW 
Harrisonburg. Virginia 
B . .. ChemislCy 
LORA RUTH ARM TRONG 
Falls Church, Virgi nia 
B.S., Elementary Fducation 
MARGAR ET ARM TRONG 
Alexandria, Virginia 
B. ., Business Education 
' 
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Would you translate 
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FRANCES GRAY A TKl NS 
Luray, Virginia 
B.S., Home Economics Education 
KERRY ELAINE AUSTIN 
Austi nvil le, Virginia 
B.S., Mathematics 
GAYLE ANN AYDELOTTE 
Salisbury, Maryland 
B.S., General Home Economics 
An invitation co Virgi nia! But that was last weekend! 
CAROL BETH BAJLEY 
R oanoke, Virginia 
B.S., English 
CHERYL SHANNON BARNE 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
B .. , Business Administration 
LINDA GREY BARRETT 
AI cavista, Virginia 
B ... . Elementary Education 
CONN l 12 LU VEN E BAS 
Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B. ., English 
'I HO.MA, LHI EL BEAHM 
New Market, Virginia 
B.S., Physics 
JL'DY COFFELT BFNNFTT 
D aycon. Virginia 
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PHYLLIS LEE BENNINGTON 
Lexington, Virginia 
B.A., Soctal Science 
USAN COOPER BOLTON 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., History 
UE ELLEN BO SERMAN 
Weyers Cave, Virginia 
B.S., Business Educacion 
KATHERINE GAY BOWELL 
Fa i.e fax, Virginia 
B. ., Library cience 
VIRGINIA ELLEN BOWER 
Charleston, W esr Virginta 
B.S., ocial Work 
VLRGINJ A ELLEN BOWMAN 
Maurertown, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
CECELIA MAY BROWN 
Carrerer, New Jersey 
B ..• Elementary Education 
H ELEN ELIZABETH BROWNING 
Chilhowie, Virginia 
B.S., H ealrh 
D IANA LOUI E BR MBACK 
\'\Tinchesrer, Virginia 
B ... Business Education 
E" e n graduation 
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"Now le e me think ... where would The Fugitive go from here?" 
BECKY SUE BRYAN 
Prospect, Pennsylvania 
B ..• Elementary Education 
HIRLEY ANN BUMGARNER 
Bedford, Virgin ia 
B . . , Health and Physical Education 
JO EPHI NE ELIZABETH BUND ICK 
Painter, Virginia 
B .. , Elementary Education 
MARG ' ERITE TERE A CALDWELL 
New Casde, Virginia 
B.S., Art 
NAOM I MARGARET CAMP 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
B.S., Eng! ish 
PAT RJCIA MARIE CAM PBELL 
Falmouth. Virginia 
B ... Elementary Education 
JANE ELLEN CARDEN 
Petersburg. Virginia 
B.S., Elemenrar)' Education 
CAROLll~'\E FAYE CARTIN 
Nev. port News. Virginia 
B.A., Library cieoce 
REBA ALlCE CA H 
FisherS\•ille, Virginia 
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The "majors" io action 
ANDREA BONNIE CHI ICK 
La J uota, Colorado 
B.S., Elementary Education 
GEORGIA CHRISTIE 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
B .. , Elementary Educatio n 
ANN JANNEY CLEM 
Annandale, Virginia 
B. ., ChemiStry 
ALLY HARRI CLEMENTS 
Warsaw. Virginia 
B .. , Elementary Education 
VlRGlNIA LOCI E CLlNEDINST 
Mt. Solon, Virginia 
B.A., Engl ish 
JANEEN SLAUGHTER CLINTON 
McLean. Virginia 
B.A., Library Science 
ALLY JEAN CLOYED 
ArlingtOn, Virginia 
B.A .. Spanish 
MARY GWE!\TOOLYN COALTER 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Art 
JUDITH CHRISTINE COFFEY 
York, Pennsylvania 
B .. , Pre-Social Work 
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SANDRA SUE COFFMAN 
Woodstock, Virginia 
B.S., Social Science 
BETIY SUE COPENHAVER 
Maninsville, Virginia 
B.S., Early Childhood Education 
MARY K. CORBlN 
Arlington, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
JEAN KATHRYN CORNETTA 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
SAUNDRA DIANE COX 
Charlottesvi lle, Virginia 
B.S., Early Childhood Education 
JUDIT H LEE COYNER 
Staunton, Virginia 
B.S., Business Administration 
II 
- 1 
Seven no-trump. Double! 
LUCINDA HAMLIN CRAFT 
Riverside, New Jersey 
B.S .• Elemeorary Education 
JOANNE GUNTHER CREWS 
East Brun~wick, New Jersey 
B.S., Elememary Education 
SANDRA JANE CROSSLAND 
Middletown, Delaware 
B.S., Elementary Education 
CHARLENE LINNEA CURTIS 
Falls Church, Virginia 
B.S., Social Science 
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"It's like this," says Gwen Coalter . 
FRANCES ENGLISH DAMERON 
J<iosale, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
BETTY ANN DAVIS 
Vienna, Virginia 
B.A., Spanish 
DOROTHY T AYLOR DAVIS 
W ashingcon, D . C. 
B.S., Elemencary Ed ucation 
BLANCHE ERSALJNE DAWSON 
Vienna, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
NADINE VIRG INIA DEHAVEN 
Culpeper , Virginia 
B.S., Elementa ry Education 
CONSTANCE JEAN DEMPSEY 
Alexandria, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Educarion 
CLEMENCE SYLVI A 
DESCH EEMAEJ<ER 
Hopewell, Virginia 
B.A., Eng lish 
SUSAN LEE OIX 
Salisbury, Maryland 
B.S., Elementary Education 
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JOANNE D UDLEY 
Norfolk, Virginia 
B.M.Ed., Music Education 
DEN! E AGNE DUFFY 
Falls Church , Virginia 
B ..• Business Education 
CAROL \'N YVONNE D UNCAN 
Troutville, Virginia 







Dean Rice's d r ill ream of the 30's takes pan in the "cast of thousands." 
MIRIAM EMI LY EBERT 
Maumee, Ohio 
B ... Elementary Education 
ALLY ELIZABETH ED INGER 
Georgetown, Delaware 
B ... Elementary Education 
U AN ELIZABETH EDMO!\'D ON 
Meadowview, Virginia 
B.S., Social Science 
J UDITH LEE ELDER 
Ne" port N ews, Virginia 
B .. , [iementary Education 
KATIIARINF GRAY ELLINGTON 
\X'a lnut Cove, N orrh Carolina 
B .. , pecia l Education 
El.LFN MERLYN ELLIOTT 
Cha rlo ttesville, Virginia 
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]usc keep on going and don 'c look back! 
BONNIE SUE EMSWILER 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
B.S., Biology 
MYRNA YVONNE EURE 
Norfolk, Virginia 
B.S., Mathematics 
MAUREEN ELENA EVANSON 
HagerstOwn, Maryland 
B.A., Mathematics 
CHARWTTE HOBSON FAIREY 
Springfield, Virginia 
B.S., Home Economics Education 
CAROL WElNER FARLEY 
Roanoke, V irginia 
B.S., General Home Economics 
ALMA ELAINE FELBER 
Spri ngfield , Virginia 
B.S., English 
PATR1CIA ANN FINCH 
Alexandria, Virginia 
B.S., Business Education 
BETTY JEAN FITZGERALD 
Front Royal, Virginia 
B.S., Biology and Medical Technology 
LINDA RAE FITZGERALD 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
B.S., Mathematics 
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MARGARET ANN FLETCHER 
pringfield, Virginia 
B.S., Socia l Work 
ANNE WORTHING FLOYD 
Ellicott Ciry, Maryland 
B.S., English 
MARY ANN FLOYD 
raunron, Virginia 
B . . , Business Educarion 
JACQUELINE EL1ZABETH F OLEY 
Pleasant Valley, Virginia 
B . . , Library Science 
JANE GR AY FORD 
Centrevi lle, Maryland 
B ... Elementary Educarion 
!..ACRA ELIZABETH FRANK 
Cranford, New Jersey 
B .. , Health and P hysical Education 
eniors await interviews. while che Placement Office tries co find ea rl r g raduates jobs. 
Ll 10\ CAROLY FRANKE 
Alexandri;~ , Virginia 
B.A .. H is tOr)' 
FO \'\"ARD TRl1~1AN F N KHOU ER 
i\ l r. Jackson, Virginia 
B ... . Business Administration 
CARO L ADAM. GAIN£ 
Tla rri~onburg , Virginia 
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' ' ,, 
What do you mean T do n't have any more mo ner in my account? 
UZANNE GAl\tBJLL 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
B .. , Elementarr Education 
ANNE MARGARET GARFIELD 
Falls Church. Virginia 
B . .. General cience 
T HOMA ED \X' IN GEORGE, JR. 
T azewell. Virginia 
B.M.Ed., Music Education 
MARYLEE GIB ON 
Arl ingron, Virginia 
B .. , Mathematics 
REBECCA JO G IB ON 
taunton, Virginia 
B. .• ocia l W ork 
LJNWOOD H AROLD GILMAN, lll 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Chern isrry 
RON[ IE U AN GJN BERG 
Arlington , Virginia 
B .. , Elementary Education 
• 
LACREN DOROTHY GIOBERT 
Garden City. New York 
B .. , ociology 
LINDA FAYE GLA 
Glasgow, Virginia 
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GAYLE ANDERSON GOLIGHTLY 
Winchester, Virginia 
B.S., Pre-Social Work 
CONNIE LEE GRAMMER 
Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.S., Library Science 
CAROL ANN GREEN 
Summit, New Jersey 
B.S., English 
GLADYS CAROL GREGORY 
Petersburg, Virg inia 
B.S., Home Economics Education 
MILDRED ROSE GREHA WICK 
Wilmington, Delaware 
B.S., Elementary Education 
SYLVIA JANE GRIEF 
Boonton, New Jersey 
B.S., Biology 
MARCIA BELLE GRIER 
Alexandria, Virginia 
B.S., Special Education 




SUSAN MARIA GRISANTI 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
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If I'm lucky, I might gee home in 6me for New Year's Eve. 
CYNTHIA ANN GURKIN 
Washington, D. C. 
B.A., L ibrary Science 
BETIIE LEE HALE 
Oxon HiU, Maryland 
EVELYN SUE GRISSO 
Roanoke, Virginia 
B.A., Biology 
ELIZABETH LEE GROGAN 
Alexandria, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
FAYE ELLEN GULAS 
Culpeper, Virginia 
B.A., Mathematics 
KATHLEEN MARY GU1.LIKSEN 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
B.S., Pre·Social Work 
B.S., Home Economks Education 
JOAN TERESA HALLFORD 
Louiseville, Province of Quebec, Canada 
B.S., H ealth and Physical Education 
PHYLI.IS CAROL HA.l'l'EY 
Palmyra, Virginia 
B.A., English 
BARBARA JEAN HARMON 
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CONNIE GRAYCE HARRIS 
taunto n. Virg inia 
B.A., English 
FR EDA KATH ERINE HART 
\V'arren con, Virginia 
B.S., Elementa ry Educa tion 
J U LIA STAPLETON HARVEY 
Roanoke, Virginia 
B.S. , Biology 
The Blue Denims harmonize at a Saturday night Singspi ration. 
MARTHA UE HARVEY 
Amherst, Virginia 
B . . , English 
RITA HAUGH T 
Elkwood . Virg inia 
B .. , Ma thematics 
MARlU:.A EVA HAWKINS 
pri ng fi eld, Virg inia 
B.S., Ele mentary Educatio n 
K ATHERINf IIO WELL HAZEN 
Annanda le, Vtrg inia 
B.A., Socia l cience 
MARK FTTER HEAT\X-' OLE 
H .1rrisonburg, Virg inia 
B .. , Bu~iness Ad ministrat ion 
FLAI NE FD IT H HEINRICH 
Woodcl iff La ke, N ew JerSC)' 
B .. , Earl) Ch ildhood Educao on 
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Dr. Poindexter conducts a Philosophy of Education class. 
U AN CANDLER HENDERSON 
taunton, Virginia 
B .. , Pre- ocial W ork 
LINDA HILL HEWITI 
Richmond, Virginia 
B. ., Health and P hysical Education 
MARY BARBARA HlCKMAJ\' 
Atlantic, Virginia 
B.M.Ed., Music Education 
DOr-..~A MARIE HIGGINS 
Fairfax, Virginia 
B.A., Art 
PAMELA ELAINE HILL 
Ha mpron. Virginia 
B ... Elementary Educacion 
CYNTHIA ANN HINES 
Newport News, Virginia 
B .. , H isrory 
PATTIE DO\'i'ELL HINSON 
Mcl ea n, V irginia 
B .. , Pre· ocial W ork 
LINDA RAY HOLLOWELL 
uffolk, Virginia 
B ... Business Education 
ELSIE VIRGINIA HOOK 
Gore, Virginia 
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cts a ilosophy of ucation clas . 
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DA \VN LEA H OPKINS 
Harringcon, Delaware 
B.S., Business Admin iscrarion 
CHARLES EDWARD HORNE 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
B.S., Physics 
SHIRLEY JEAN HORSLEY 
Bassett, Virginia 
B.S., Elememary Educacion 
CAROL JEANNE H ORTON 
Arlingwn, Virginia 
B.S., Health and Physical Educacion 
FAYE ARNETT A H UFFMAN 
Elkcon , Virginia 
B.M.Ed., Music Education 
SH ARON DUNCAN HUGH ES 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
B.S .. Business Education 
In case of emergency, hold rhumb firmly on panic button. 
JANET RUTH HUNT 
Charles City, Virginia 
B.S., Socia I Science 
TERESA LEE H UTrEMAN 
Srauncon, Virginia 
B.S., Elemenra ry Education 
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Madison adds a new majo r, Early Childhood Education. 
--= a 
• 
CELESTE HELEN JA..~ISON 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
JANICE LUCILLE JAMISON 
Roanoke, Virginia 
B.A., Social Science 
DANIEL LAWRENCE JOHNSON 
Bridgewater, Virginia 
B.S., Social Science 
JANET EUZABETH JOHNSON 
Bear, Delaware 
B.E., Elementary Education 
MARlA PATRICIA JOHNSON 
Fa lls Church, Virginia 
B.S., Business Education 
MARY KATHLEEN JOHNSON 
Falls Church, Virginia 
B ... Health and Physical Education 
NANCY LEE JOHNSON 
Richmond, Virginia 
B ... Elementary Education 
JANE ANN JONES 
Norfo lk, Virginia 
B.S., P re·Social Work 
MARTHA LEE JONES 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Business Education 
EVA 1RENE KANTO 
Norton, Virginia 
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Our Sister Class wishes us the best. 
BARBARA GAJL KAY 
Norfolk, Virginia 
B.S., Early Childhood Education 
SHIRLEY ANN KEMP 
Frooc Royal, Virginia 
B.S., Elemeocary Education 
BETTE JEANNE K ING 
Newport News, Virginia 
B.S., Health and Physical Education 
CYNTHIA ANN KING 
Springfield, Virginia 
B.A., H istory 
MARY ANNE KJNGREE 
York, Pennsylvania 
B.S., Biology 
MAURA KATI-IERINE KIRKWOOD 
Ellicott City, Maryland 
B.A., Library Science 
SUSAN MARJ E KNIGHTON 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
B.S., Business Administration 
FRANCES ANNE KNOTI 
Martinsville, Virginia 
B.A., Speech and Drama 
DONNA SUE KOONTZ 
Arlington, Virginia 
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CLARA ELJZABETH KRUG 
Baltimore, Maryland 
B.A., French 
JEANINE CLAIRE LABRENZ 
McLean. Virginia 
B .. , H istory 
KATHRYN ANN LANDT 
Wi lm ington, Delaware 
B.M.Ed., Music Education 
ANN RUSSEL LANE 
Culpeper, Virginia 
B .. , Elementary Education 
ROBERT WOODING LANTZ 
Timberville, Vi rginia 
B.A., German 
JEFFREY RAY LASHER 
Craigsvi lle, Virginia 
B.A., Social Science 
MARY ELLEN LAWLER 
Falls Church, Virginia 
B.A., Eng lish 
RONALD LEE LAYMAN 
H arrisonburg. Virginia 
B.S., Business Administration 
VRLA BOSSERMAN LEACH 
Waynesboro, V irginia 
B.S .. Biology 
" If I've run this 




































SANDRA LEE LEATHER 
Arlington , Virginia 
B . .. Business Adminiscration 
MARTHA JANE LEE 
Ha rrisonburg, Virginia 
B .. , Health and Physica l Educatio n 
LAU RA ANN LEFTWICH 
D ayton, Virginia 









Neither rain nor sleet nor snow can keep the professors away. 
DEBRA LOU ISE LE LIE 
Lexington, Virginia 
B.A., H istory 
JOAN MARI E LEWI 
Cornwells H eig ht . Pennsylvania 
B.S., Biology 
JEAN CUPP LIGGETT 
Churchville, Virginia 
B .. , Business Ed ucation 
MARJORJF ANNE LIND 
Ann.tndalc, Virg inia 
B ... Bu~tne ~ Educarion 
DAV1D TAl\' LEY LINGEBACH 
Rocb ille, Maryland 
B.~I.Ed .. Music Educa tion 
ANDREA GAIL LIP COMB 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
B .. , pecial Education 
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Thjs is where ·we'll be June 2. 
v 
CHRIST OFA ANNE LYNCH 
Ponsmourh. Virginia 
B . .. Elementary Education 
JUANITA LOKER MACE 
Penn Laird, Virginia 
B.A., English 
WILBERT BAGGETT MAHONEY 
Falls Church, Virginia 
B .. , H istory 
MARGE ELA INE MANCUSO 
Farmingda le, New York 
B.S., Elementary Education 






B.S .. Elementary Education 
GERALDINE McCAFFERTY 
ArlingtOn, Virginia 
B.S., H iscory 
EUN ICE CAROLE McCLANAHAN 
Danville, Virginia 
B.A., English 
GLORJA JEAN McCORMICK 
elma, Virginia 
B.S., H ealth and Physical Educarion 
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J O CHANDLER MEEKS 
\X1aynesboro, Virgin ia 
B.A., H iscory 
BEVER LY ARLENE MILLER 
Quicksburg, Vtrgin ia 
B.S., Social W ork 
MARY HUNTER MILLER 
Winchester, V irg inia 
B.S., Library Science 
Seniors eagerl y await the time fo r capping. 
P ATRICIA ALEA E MIN OR 
Prince Georg e, Vi rgin ia 
B . .. Socia l W ork 
BOl'.TNl E CH ARLOTT E M INT O N 
Arlingro n, Virginia 
B.A .. English 
FA YE CAROL MITCHELL 
ra re Fa rm, Virgi n ia 
B .. , Pre- ocia l W ork 
MARY McCON~I:LL MITCH ELL 
Ahingdon. Virg1n ia 
B .. , Mathematics 
CAROLYN BA RE MO HLER 
H l1 rrisonburg. 1rg m H1 
B .. , [Jemen ra ry Ed ucation 
J ANE ANN MOHR 
H amptOn. Virgi ni<l 
B .. , Librar} cience 
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DIANE ARLENE MOORE 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
B .. , French 
JANET LOUISE MORRIS 
Falls Church, Virginia 
B .. , Mathematics 
JUDY ELIZABETH MOYERS 
Mount Crawford, Vuginia 
B .. , Elementary Education 
BRENDA ALEXI MULLINS 
Clifcon Forge, Virginia 
B .. , H ealth and Physical Education 
ANORA CLARE MURPH Y 
V tenna, Virginia 
B. ., Elementary Education 
BARBARA CAROL MURRAY 
Alexandria, Virginia 
B .. , Business Education 
JANET AILEEN NALEPA 
Arlingcon , Virginia 
B.A., Biology 
.,v..,AN JO NELSON 
Alexandria, Virginia 
B. ., Psychology 
ELEANOR SHARON NE\X' BERR Y 
Cltnrwood, Virginia 
B .. , Social cience 
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)OAL Al':~E NE\YCOMB 
· al isbury, .Mar} l01nd 
B.~ , Elementaf) Education 
JACK OAI'\IEL 1\:ICHOLA 
Harnsonburg, \' trgtn ta 
B ., Busmess Admtntstratton 
JA '-:fT CECILIA .:\'ICHOL~ON 
RIChmond, \' trgtnta 
B • Business Educatton 
jA:\'ICE ~IARIE :\'ICHOLSON 
Rtchmond. Ytrgtnt.l 
B.· .. Business Education 
TRt.:DY I:A \ 'ER NORflEET 
Chuckaruck, \'trginta 
B ..• Business Educatton 
NANCY VIRGT!'\IA O ' DELL 
\'\"arsau. \'trginia 
B . .., , Elementary Educatton 
CZA:\'1'\E OES1 
r\orfolk, \'irgtnia 
B.A .. french 
DOl";\; A :.tOORE 0 H ALLORAN 
\ ' teu wwo, Ytrgtnta 
B. ., Marhemattc 
~IAR I L't' :\' fLI7 ABEl H OPPEN H EIM 
Alexandria. Ytrginta 
B.~ .• LtbrM) ctence and English 
Through these portals pass 
all cducauo n maJOr~. 
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Seniors wear their gowns for 
tbe first t ime. 
ANORA D IANI':E ORNDORFF 
I dtnbcrrr. \'irgtnia 
B, ., rtemenrar) EJuc:\[IOn 
KARFN BLED O F ORR 
Pcnnmgton Gap. \'irgtnta 
B .. , Llememar) Fduca(lon 
I YNi\T OVERMAN 
Port:.mouth. \'irgtnta 
B ..• B IOIOg) 
LI~DA \'ACGHA~ 0 \ 'ER T Rf[T 
L } nchburg. \' irgima 
B A., Art 
ANTOI:'\'ETTE PA \'ONL 
Ale,andria. Virgini.t 
B .. , Pre· ocial \X'ork 
~l 1~A 1 CAROL PAXTON 
Rtchmond, Virg inta 
B.A., Math 
J IAZEL BCTOR PEARCE 
Hopewell. Virgtnta 
B A., An 
PATRICIA AN~ PEAR ON 
Pttman, N ew Jerse> 
B. .. ocial ~·ork 
HARO~ MA£ PEA "£ 
Falls Church, \'irgtnia 
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TOl-L': CHARLES PENCE 
• Da) ron, V irgi nia 
B. · ., Business Education 
GAJL At'-'N PENl\TINO 
Annandale, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Educa tion 
ALlCI:. l\L\RY PERETII 
Fairfa..x, Yirginia 
B.S .. Psychology and English 
1':A..'1CY LOC PERKIN 
Charlescon. outh Carolina 
B.~ .• Pre- ocial Work 
BARBARA JEA..'l PHlLLlPS 
Burke, Virginia 
B.S., Home Economics Education 
CHARLE El'GE:\T£ PHILLiP 
Quicksburg. \'irginia 
B.S., P hysics 
FRANCIE LOUISE PIER 0 
Hopewell. Ne"-' Jersey 
B.S., Elementary Education 
NORMA JEAN PECKER 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
B . . , Elementary Education 
MARY HELEN POLLOK 
Danville, Virginia 
B.S .. Elementary Education 
CA'rHERINE l\IARIE POO 
Arliogron, Virginia 
B.S .• Dietetics 
FRANCE CATHERINE PO T 
Plain' ie"-'• Yirgioia 
B. ., Elememary Education 
EVEL"{~ ~IAE POWER 
Norfolk, Virginia 
B.A., Spanish 
Carol)r D uncan. pn " d cnt of Hoffman. deco rate for 
Chri:.tma:. 
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harpsichord. 
Rt;TH ELIZABETH PRICE 
Norfolk, Virginia 
B ... D1etetics 
l:ZAl\'NE REN.:-.1 PRINTZE~'HOFF 
Arl1ngton, V1rginia 
B.A ., cience 
ETHEL REA PuGH 
Charlonesvdle, Virginia 
B. ., ocia I cience 
JAN ~TEWART RACEY 
Harrisonburg, \'irgm1a 
B. .• Ph)'SICS 
JEAN FRM\CE R.A l - H 
Harnsonburg. \ 'irgmia 
B .. , Home Economics Education 
JOHA.:\'l\:A ~1ARIE RA VENHOR T 
Lex1ngton. Virginia 
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s f i utes trated practice at his harpsichord. 
 
LINDA ARLENE REBICH 
Richmond, Virginia 
Secondary Elementary Educarion 
JANE DARE REID 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
B.S., Biology 
CELIA MARIE RICHARDS 
Dayron, Virgio ia 
B.S., Biology 
JUDITH LEE RICHEY 
Falls Church, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
CHITUSTINE RlSTIG 
Mclean, Virginia 
B.S., Elemeorary Education 
ALMA JANE RITCHIE 
Timberville, Virginia 
B.S., English 
BETTY CHRISTINE RITENOUR 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
B.A., French 
SANDRA LEE RITTER 
Winchester, Virginia 
B.S., Elemenrary Educarioo 




























































Does t his look familiar? 
NANCY JEAN ROBERTS 
Pro' adence Forge. \ irgania 
B.M Ed., Musac Education 
\'IRGINIA ELAI--.:t ROBERTS 
Rural RetrC'.lt, V argmaa 
B. .• Matbem:mcs 
P AMtLA DEL ROBI).l~O~ 
\\" anchester, V trganaa 
B. ., Business Education 
PAMELA ANN ROGERS 
Medana, Ohio 
B.S., Elementary Education 
POLLY 
WORn; lNG rON 
ROMAINE 
Petcr)burg, V arginia 
B. .• ociology 
~AI'\'DRA KAY ROMANO\'\' Kl 
Carteret --.:c" Jersey 
B , Llcmcntar) Educauon 
Jl AN A~~[ RO..,EN 
Lct.:)burg. \'argmaa 
B A . English 
MARY CO~ TA:'-ICE 
ROL'NTIUL 
Hampton, \'arginaa 
B. . D ietet acs 
BOL\.':\' 1£ FRENCH RO \X' LAND 
ll urt, Varganaa 
B. , Ekmcntar} Educauon 
BROOKIE MEVILL RUCKMAN 
H arri)onburg, Virginia 
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Surely someplace muse need a histor y teacher. 
MARY ANN AUNDERS 
Hurt, Virginia 
M.M.Ed., .MUSIC Education 
CLARA JEAN SAYERS 
andscon, Virginia 
B.S., ocial Science 
DOLORE ELAINE CARCE 
Danvtlle, Virginia 
B.A., French 
JOAN .MARIE CEARCE 
OanviUe, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
JEAl'\1 CHNEIDER 
Elkndge, V 1rginia 
B .. , English 
CATHY ANN CH\XIARTZ 
Oahu, Hawaii 
B .. , Elementary Education 
CAROL At'\IN CH\\"EITZER 
New York, New York 
B .. , H1scory 
JA'\l E KEllH COTT 
RIChmond, V1rg1nia 
B.S , Bus1ness Admmistrauon 
MARTHA PlERfTI'l:. CRCGG . 
Ouned 1n, flonda 
B. · . B1ology .1nd P~ycholog} 
OORO I H\ ·\ '\'N 'iEYMORE 
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I su re could usc a job next rear. 
ROBBil' CROL'CH HANER 
~l.Jdt~on llct~hts. \ 'trgtnta 
B , llemcntan hlul.atlon 
RFBLCCA ~Cr ')Jir£ fS 
~1.1Unton, \'tr~tnhl 
B M Ed, Mu!>il fducation 
BARBARA SU HERMAN 
Arltngco n, \' irgtn ia 
B A., H iscory 
PIIYLLI ARLFNE SHINN 
Bridgeton, New Jersey 
B ., ocial ciencc 
JOANNE COAKLEY HIRLEY 
Falls Church, Vtrginia 
B .. , Elementary Education 
ANORA PRI CE HORT 
hcnanJoah, \ ' trgtnia 
B.·., rtementar) Education 
MARGO JOYCE HOSTIK 
Rutherford. Ne" Jersey 
B. .• nemcntM) Education 
JOAN ELIZABETH HUTE 
AlcxanJna, \'trgtnia 
B .. , pectal Education 
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1 e j  e t y r. 
COX:\'IE ~L.U: ICKLER 
\tchoopany. PennS) h ania 
B.S., History 
DOROTHY GALE ll.SBY 
Newport News, Virginia 
B.A., Art 
PATRJClA HARl\fJ ON 
SIMMONS 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
B. ., Elementary Education 
VICTORIA \'1 EL INCLAIR 
Frank lin, Virginia 
B. .. Health and 
Physical Education 
SANDRA LEE SIZER 
alem, Virgsnia 
B.A., Social Work 
JANET AILEEN SLACK 
Paris, Virginia 
B.A., H istory 
JILL FRANCF.S LINEY 
Arlington, Virginia 
B .. , Pre- ocial \'(/ork 
BARBARA DEAL SMALL 
Alexandria, Virginia 
B .. , Business Education 
CHRI TiNE RAE MITH 
Sa I isbury. Maryland 
B .. , Elementary Education 
JOHN ELBERT SMITH 
Harrssonburg, Virginia 
B. ., Social cience 
MARGARET A."TN S~IITH 
~[ountasa Lakes, New Jersey 
B. .. pecial Education 
HEILA LORRAll'iE MITH 
Lrnchburg, Virginia 
B.S., Mathematics 
Tht ~car 196- sees rhl com-
pktaon of Duke Fine An-. 
Building. 
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VIRGINIA DIANE SMITH 
Appalachia, Virginia 
B.S., English 
BARBARA JEAN SNYDER 
Arlington. Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
LUCRETIA JANE SFANGLER 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 




ELAINE IRENE SPEICHER 
Bernville, Pennsylvania 
B.S., General Home Economics 
MARIE ELIZABETH SPENCE 
Strasburg, Virginia 
B.S., History 
JAMES GORDON SPRINKEL 
Dayton. Virginia 
B.S., Business Administration 
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The Class of "68 was the first to use Gibbons Hall. 
MARY ANN STARR 
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 
B S., Elementary Education 
JUDITH MEISTER STEVENS 
Mr. Crawford, Virginia 
B.M.Ed., Music Education 
NANCY LEE ST EVENS 
Annandale, Virginia 
B.A., Engl ish 
CATHERINE G RACE ST EWART 
CovingtOn, Virgin ia 
B.S., Library Science 
LORRAIN E JUNE STOUT 
Pittstown, N ew Jersey 
B.S., Elementary Education 
SALlY FEWER STOVER 
Pla infield, N ew Jersey 
B.S., Busi ness Education 
BET I'Y JEAN SULLIVAN 
Petersburg, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
LINDA SUE UTER 
Harrisonburg, Virg inia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
DOROT HY SUE SWANSON 
Dry Fork, Virginia 
B.S., H istory 
CAROL DU VAL TARRH 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
B.M.Ed., Music Education 
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Some of us have do nned a different kind of cap . 
JEAN PAMELA THORP 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Business Education 
CHARLOTfE FRANCES TOLLEY 
Lexington, Virginia 
B.A., Library Science 





B.S., Business Administration 
DIANA SEAL VANN 
Dayton, Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
ELIZABETH ROSS W A TKlNS 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Pre-School Work 
JANE THOMPSON WATT 
Weyers Cave, Virginia 
B.M.Ed., Music Education 
MARTHA LOUISE WATTS 
Lexington, Virg inia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
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LINDA ANN E W AYLAND 
Ch.trlo rtcsvi lle. Vi rg inia 
B.S., Elemenrary Fducation 
CONN IF LA VONN E W EAV ER 
\X1aynesbo ro, V irg inia 
B.S .• Business Ed ucation 
MI LDRED RUSMI SELLE WEBB 
Newport N ews, V irg inia 
B.M.Ed., M usic Ed ucatio n 
B EV ERLY LYNN WELLS 
Manassas, Virg inia 
B.A., Library Science 
BONNIE SUE WE LLS 
V ienna, Virg inia 
B.S., Business Educatio n 
LINDA GREY W HlPPO 
Richmond, Virginia 
B .. , Elementary Education 
G LORIA LYNN WHITE 
Faber, Virginia 
B. . Elementa ry Educatio n 
SANDRA KAY WHITMER 
H arrisonburg, Virginia 
B.S., Elementa ry Educatio n 
SARAH ANN W H ITMORE 
Bridgewater, Virginia 
H ome Economics Education B.S., 
NANCY LEE WI LCOX 
Sandston , Virginia 
B.S., Elementa ry Education 
RICHARD LEE W ILKINS 
Woodstock. Virginia 
B .S., Physics 
DAVID LANTZ W ILLIS 
Lyndhurst, Virginia 
B.S., Physics 
The maroon one goes 
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ELEANOR TEMPLE WILLIS 
Norfolk, Virginia 
B.A., Pre-Social Work 
CAROL KILLMON WINGER 
Harrisonburg. Virginia 
B.S., Elementary Education 
LEONARD JAY WINGER 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
B.S., Business Administration 
EVA LOUISE WOHLFORD 
Meadowview, Virginia 
B .. , Biology 
HAULA JEAN WOODALL 
Alexand ria, Virginia 
B .. , History 
PATRICIA JANE WORKMAN 
Ellicott City, Maryland 
B.A., English 
Wear a smile oo 
your face and the 






















Mi llco"·n. Ne"' Jersey 
B .. , Health and 
PhysiCal Education 
MARY LESSIE WRIGHT 
Vienna, Virginia 
B.A., French 
GAILYNN SEVERSON WYATT 
Dover, Delaware 
B . . , Elementary Education and 
Library Science 
JENNIFER HELEN Y ANE 
Arliogtoo, Virginia 
B.A., English 
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M t ly t  S c  es to the Class of 1968! 
What then, after it 's all over? 
MIL 1 ON AI.FRfD YODER 
llarn~onburg. \ ir~anta 
B.A, Mu~ic 
Ar-..":\ \ L[[ YOL'NG 
The Plains. \'ir~inia 
B A., History 
JANrl ROBER"! A YOL'NGKIN 
l rcc.h.:nck:;bur.~. \ 1r.~tn1a 
B .. , l h.:mcmar)· Education 
KAREN JOHNSON YOUNKINS 
Hagerstown, Maryland 
B.S., ncmcntary Education 
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OFFICER • firs! Ro u : C. Malloq·. Re-
po rter: B. Ga> nor. President: S. Harvey. 
ecre taq. no11tl Row R. Barrerta, Vice 
President: . Ho lt, Parliamen ta rian: C. 
Borge . Trca u re r : nead. Sports Lead-
er. 
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M arty Allen 
D onna And erson 
Karen Anderson 
J udy Angle 
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T he class of '69 proud!} pre~cnr the "Old Shenandoah teamboat ." 
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J ane Busel 
Richard Bushong 
fare Buder 






































































































J a ncr Crt:ager 
Ka\e Cre"s 
Tloll) Crockett 
A hunMnit~:d JUnior frog on her '"'a) co the di~ eccing cab le. 
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Jan Crow 
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herrr D arcus 
L1nda OaH> 
Ruth D.l\ is 
haron Da,is 
Ch ri~ Da" son 
~fan Lee Da"son 
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Clara Ou ncao 
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Ellen Ed~ ards 








Ph> !lis Fletcher 
Mary Anne Flo)d 
Linda Fh nn 
• 
D ottie Foster 
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jill frede rick:. 
Ca rol} n G,tcglcr 














Maq I laga 
Claudia Hall 
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Betty H andler 
"Stop in the name of Love! " 
Kath r Hanson 
Elizabeth H a rdesty 
Annie Harman 















































R ichard Herring 
Carole Hess 
Karen Heuser 
Linda H ewett 
Suzanne l lobson 
Susan Holt 
Judy H onneger 
Judy Hoskins 
Sandra Ho} 






Judr Jl rde 
Campus cop to the res-
cue! 
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EHI) n Ingram 
Donna Sue Isbell 
Lois Jackson 
] ud) J ::~cobs 
Shei la J an)ch 
Pauleu e J eter 
Lind.l J ones 
Linda ] one'> 
Sandi J orgensen 
Linda Kee fe 
J udi Keller 
ll e le n K e lly 
Bet! )' Kerr 
Ca ro line King 




'' Mother never rold me college would 
be like this!" 
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" Don 't just g rin at me, pur it on my finger." 
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Ba rbara Macl ea} 
Marrha Maddux 
Linda fah 
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"Why did I ever choose Frederickson?" 
D orothv Martina 
• 
J anet Maninr 
Sher rr Mattox 
Mary May 
Nancy May 
D onna Mayer 
Harold Mayers 
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Those Harri-High bor insi c on chopping down our Chriscma tree. 
Judy M errill 
Kathleen i\'fe rriu 
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Leslie N irewarner 
Nola Noe ll 
Zan O 'Brien 
Brenda Olinger 






A lice Paisley 
Kare Palmer 
"These parties at U. Va. arc too much." 
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Jud y Paras 
Patsy Parks 
Sue Payne 





Trudi P lacko 
Jane Poland 
Janice P rice 
Marianne Price 
Lynne Pro bst 
Linda Puryear 
Shirley Quinnell 
Cindy R athman 
Cecilia Rea 
Norma Redmon 
J oan R e id 
Susan Reindehl 
Ann Repass 






































"Oh no, 999! I'll never ger a room ar this rare." 
Carol Riden 
Ann Riley 
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Edith R yan 
Mary Ryan 
Kell) Sallette 
J udy Sanders 
Lois Sa nger 
Joan Saufley 
Geri Savage 
Barbara Sa' ille 
Li nda Schoepp ler 








































Diann hreckhi e 
Linda immer) 
and y imo n 
haron inzdak 
Caro l karz}nski 
Virginia Skeen 
Ma ry Elizabeth kinocr 
joan Smart 
Ba rbara Smith 
Ba rbara Smith 
.... -
\X'ho would e'er think '" e'd find the 
Sophomore banner in .1 frog? 
Jud r Smith 
Judy Smith 
Susan Sneed 
Li nda Snyder 
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Margie l I 
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Robin Sprain 
H aery Sprouse 
Kathy Stedman 
Karen Sullivan 
J udy Susher 






Ruth Swortze l 
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l inda T aylor 
\'{/arne T aylor 
Margaret T higpen 
Ja net T homas 
Elaine T hompson 
G reta Thompson 
Sue Tho mpson 
Judy Tisinger 
Clara Lee T o lley 
Norita T oloosa 
Ann T oombs 
Karen T oothman 
Jerry T o rgersen 
Margie Tribble 
Sandra Tribble 
Donna T riplett 
Imoge ne Turner 
Roma Vaswa ni 
Anroin erre Verduce 
Ma rguerite Verloop 
Gino r Wade 
Nancy Wade 
Lo is W aggy 
Gay W ainwright 
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Anita \X' illiams 
s, h ia William ... 
~lan \\"illiamson 
Margaret \X' illao; 
"Wich ou r phrsiques, we could run for Mi ~s America." t y i r r iss erica." 
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~tarla \'Xfo lfe 
Jud ) \'X'ood r ing 
D o roth\ \'X' righc 
St~:vc \'X',czalek 
Ann Y o rk 
Ellen Y cago 
Kitty Y c.r tt ~ 
J ean Y ohc 
Donru Y ork 









Eliz beth Wi s 




ecky Wise  
M ri W lfe 
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r ecorates f r ing ance. 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS 
OFFICERS: R. Smith, Treasurer; S. Crickard, Parliamentarian; B. Harro ll, Secretary; T. Stoltz, Repo rte r-Historian; C. 
Shelton, President; ]. Eaton, Vice-President; S. Skinner, Sports Leader. 
SPONSORS: Mr. and Mrs. John T. Rice with their chi ldren, T om, Anne a nd Sarah. 
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: . ri ard, Parlia entarian; B. Ha ro l, Secretary; T. Stoltz, Reporter-Historian; C. 
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Su an Adkins 
\Xfanda Akers 
Sarah Albright 





H appiness is hugging a warm 
pupp} on Freshman Class Da}. 
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Carole Ang le 
Susa n Angle 
Carol Appling 












Audrey Ba ll 
Lynn Barber 
J oEllen Barrow 
Graham Bartley 
Bonnie Basham 




Ba rbara Bell 


























































far ictta Be, e ragc 
Ka~ Biller 
I want co go home ... but it 's twenty miles to Staunton! 
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Bar bara Brown 
Donna Brown 
Linda Brown 
Carroll Brran r 






Carol Bu rke 
Mari I rn Bussey 
Gloria Butler 
Lois Campbell 



























































J ud)' Cooper 
Donna Contrado 
Barbara Cornwel I 
Cindy Corso 
I can 't believe they actuallr had enough nerve to 





































I  li the> ctual y ad enough nerve to 





Elaine Curt is 












The rigors of r~gist ra tion caused many stu-
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J oyce Eberwei o 
Alice Edge 
Betty Edwards 
J oyce Edwards 


































































. •• ''hilt: others attcmptnl to untangle thei r prob· 
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• anJra Fogle 
u'an f orbes 
Ka} Ford 
\fary fost~ r 
Rl} mood Fo, 
Barbara Fov 
P .tt I rancis 
~ancr I ranklio 
1'\ath} fri <; toe 
l 1nda rrome 
Ch""ric runkhouser 
hcr i Gaine:. 
Bron" 'n G.ubee 
JuJ) Gardner 
:\ina Garr~o"rt 
J ea n Geiser 
hJron Gikhri c 
G lo na Gilk"' 
~laq Gill 
P ,uncia Gill 
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Carol Ha rdin 
Emily Hard} 
Sue Anne Harkins 
Candy Harriman 
Sandra Harris 




Susan H atcher 
Bonnie H awkinson 
Ma rtha H aworth 
Wayne Heatwole 
Rob} n Herbert 
Linda Higgason 
Agnes H ileman 
Ph) !lis Hillman 
Jimmy Hines 
















































Barbara H uffman 
Mnq I l urnphrcy 
Elllabeth l l utthcr~on 




rcphanu.: J amorski 
Carole jani) 
Be' j ohmon 
Ginger j ohnsoo 
Dcronda Johmton 
Barbara jones 
You mean ro cell me that freshman thought ~he 
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Debbie J o nes 
Margaret J o nes 
Sharon Jones 
Kathy Jordan 
M eg Kable 
Ka ren Kanzenbach 
Kriste n K eller 
Randa ll K en nedy 
Jane Kent 
J ea n K e reszturi 
J eanne K nox 
Jud y K oepse ll 
Jane Kopf 
Ca ro l Kuhns 
D o nnie Lamb 
D iane Lanto r 
N a ncy Lasher 
Cynthia Lassiter 
Jean ne Leach 
Gail Le bbon 
Nancy Lee 
Kay Lehman 
Bre nda Lewis 
Linda Le w is 
Linda Liebno 
Janie Liggett 
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Emilr l ong 
Lucy Long 
' harah n Long 
. . 
Minna Lou~hbowugh 





lie lt:n Lutz 
l inda L' mao 
• j oAnne L ) nch 
Ann ~Llbc 
Gerald Mace 
M aq Mace 
\X'hc:n we couldn't get ou r hands on rhc Freshman 
banner. we serried fo r ·ccond be)t. 
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Mary Ann Martin 
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Ann March 
Lvnn Mastcrson & 
Cheryl Mathias 










You're taking all that home? 
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